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Faculty and students to review Student Code change 
by Scott Carpenter 
staff reporter  
The University's Student Code will 
undergo yet another analysis, this 
time by an ad hoc committee to be 
made up of faculty, staff members 
and students. 
The decision to form the committee 
was made jointly by University Presi- 
dent, Dr. Paul Olscamp, Everett Gal- 
lagher, President, Undergraduate 
Student Government, and Karen 
Aldred, President, Graduate Student 
Senate. The objectives of the commit- 
tee are outlined in a statement re- 
leased yesterday and signed by the 
three. 
"... we feel that a broadly-based 
committee representative of the Uni- 
versity  Community should partici- 
pate in the revision process," the 
memo states in part. 
The establishment of the committee 
can be attributed, in part, to strong 
opposition by several student organi- 
zations to some of the issues ad- 
dressed when the University's 
lawyers revised the code last October, 
Phil Mason, assistant to the President 
said. 
At an open forum meeting of the 
GSS last Friday, members voiced 
discontent with several of these revi- 
sions. The formost opposition stems 
from a proposed revision giving the 
University power to take action 
against students who commit misde- 
meanors off campus. 
The statement released to the Uni- 
versity community states that the 
president's office, GSS and USG are 
now in agreement that such matters 
should be handled by the civil, rather 
than campus, authorities. The 
statement also says that this will be 
brought to the attention of the Board 
of Trustees when the revisions are 
proposed at the March meeting. 
The three are also in agreement on 
a speedy summary suspension for 
those who pose clear and evident 
danger to themselves or others, one 
issue addressed in the proposed revi- 
sions. , 
Members of GSS were angered, 
Friday, at the process in which the 
code was revised in October, leaving 
out any extensive student imput. This 
is the key matter that lead the GSS 
along with USG, the Black Student 
Union, the Latino Student Union and 
the Inner Fraternity Council, to ask 
the administration for an ad hoc com- 
mittee Monday. 
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EPA says cleanup funds manipulated 
asks Reagan to surrender documents 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A House 
panel said yesterday that Environ- 
mental Protection Agency employees 
had testified under oath that a $1.6 
billion hazardous waste cleanup fund 
was manipulated for political pur- 
poses, and asked President Reagan to 
surrender documents dealing with the 
charge. 
Rep. John Dingell, chair of the 
House Energy and Commerce Sub- 
committee on Investigations, said in a 
letter to Reagan that evidence devel- 
rl by his panel involved "evidence 
wrongdoing, unethical behavior 
and potential criminal conduct" and 
should be presented to the Justice 
Department for prosecution. 
Dingell, D-Mich., reminded Reagan 
the president had promised mat 
claims of executive privilege would 
never be used to cover up wrong- 
doing. He told Reagan the panel "re- 
ceived sworn direct testimony that 
the documents you have withheld for 
five months... contain references to 
political manipulation." 
Dingell's letter also said testimony 
before closed sessions of his subcom- 
mittee indicated former EPA assis- 
tant administrator Rita Lavelle may 
have committed perjury in testimony 
before House and Senate committees. 
Lavelle had said she was not aware 
that a former employer dumped haz- 
ardous chemicals at a California site 
until June 17,1962, at which point she 
excused herself from any decisions 
about the site. 
"The subcommittee has received 
sworn testimony of three EPA em- 
(iloyees and the corroboration of a 
ourth that Ms. Lavelle was specif- 
ically advised on May 28" about the 
possible conflict of interest, Dingell 
said. 
His subcommittee is investigating 
allegations of conflict of interest and 
mismanagement in EPA's handling 
of the government's "superfund" haz- 
ardous waste cleanup program. 
85 apply for vice president 
Laurie Madden 
staff reporter  
The search and screening commit- 
tee for Vice President of Academic 
Affairs has received 85 applications, 
five of which will be sent to University 
President Paul Olscamp by March 25. 
"We're looking for the best qual- 
ified person," Dr. Frank BaldaW-a, 
professor of English and chair of the 
committee, said. "We want a person 
of the highest possible quality.' 
Applications represent a wide geo- 
graphical area, he said. Advertise- 
ments seeking applicants were placed 
in the Chronicle of Higher Education 
and correspondence was sent to uni- 
versities and organizations across the 
nation. 
Locally, an advertisement was 
placed in The Monitor, the faculty 
newsletter. University faculty also 
was asked for recommendations. 
The Vice President for Academic 
Affairs is the chief academic and 
budgeting officer of the University. 
Hie vice president works with the 
deans, supervises research and cur- 
ricular activities of faculty and rec- 
ommends academic policy and 
financial changes to the president and 
the Board of Trustees. 
The vice president serves as chair 
of the Budget Committee of the Uni- 
versity. This committee recommends 
budget changes to the president. 
Abo the vice president is responsi- 
ble for continuing education and ex- 
tension Each nominee must possess a 
terminal degree in his or her special- 
ized field. 
The five finalists will be touring the 
campus on April IS. Comments aoout 
the candidates will be heard by Ols- 
camp between April 15 and May 1. 
Olscamp will make a final decision 
by May 1. Announcement of the ap- 
pointment of vice president will be 
made at the May 1983 Board of Trust- 
ees meeting. 
Groups aid homeowners 
Qavin/l  Caro BG News Photo/Patrick 8andor 
OdVinCJ   race Ted Ooodwin, a freshman R-TV-F major, restores the surface of an old mask 
outside of Mosely Hall yesterday afternoon. The mask Is to be used by The 
Treehouse Troupe, a University preforming arts organization. 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Consumer and 
labor groups, under the umbrella of 
the Ohio Public Interest Campaign, 
launched an effort yesterday to help 
unemployed homeowners who face 
mortgage foreclosures. 
Jim Grossfeld, associate director of 
the group, said statistics put Ohio at 
the top nationally in loan defaults and 
foreclosures. 
Grossfeld and several local labor 
and consumer leaders blamed the tide 
of foreclosures on high unemploy- 
ment, and urged Ohio legislators to 
investigate ways of protecting home- 
owners who nave lost jobs. 
"We've been following the problem 
in Ohio cities with home foreclosures, 
problems that are facing oftentimes 
young, working families; people who 
bought a home in the last 10 years 
depending on two incomes coming in 
and now, suffering under 'Reaganom- 
ics,' with no income coming in." 
Grossfeld said. "Oftentimes they're 
facing default, facing outright fore- 
closure." 
A national survey by the Washing- 
ton-based Mortage Bankers Associa- 
tion of America found more than 
18,000 loans in Ohio were in default in 
the third quarter of last year, and 
another 4,000 were in foreclosure, 
accwdingto Marian Spencer, head of 
the local Fair Budget Coalition. 
FOR THAT quarter, 6.8 percent of 
Ohio's homeowners were behind in 
their mortgage payments compared 
to a national average of 5.7 percent, 
Spencer said. 
"Based on figures supplied by the 
national Mortgage Bankers Associa- 
tion and verified by other source- 
s... Ohio has the highest home 
foreclosure rate in the country now. 
The Public Interest Campaign 
threw its support to Ohio House mil 
61, which would allow courts in cer- 
tain cases to postpone foreclosures or judicial sales up until to Jan. 1,1985. It 
would apply to agricultural property 
and residential real estate. 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
Graduate art show 
Just like the art it displays, the 
annual graduate student art show, 
March 6-27 in the school of art's 
gallery, is seen differently by par- 
ticipants. 
Ann Hense, organizer of the show 
and an art student specializing in 
weaving, said she sees it as a way 
to display art from the graduate 
program. 
Ken Phillips, an art student spe- 
cializing in prints, said the show is 
a good way of "showing the public 
what we have." 
Phillips said he also enjoys work- 
ing with his peers in the art school 
on the show and says the show 
gives the graduate students a sense 
of teamwork. 
Weather 
Sunny and warm today. High in the 
low 60s. Continued clear skies to- 
night with a low in the mid-30s. 
California tornadoes, 
storms kill 8 persons 
By The Associated Press A devastat- 
ing Pacific storm hurled a tornado 
into downtown Los Angeles and an- 
other into Pasadena yesterday, while 
floods sent many Califomians scram- 
bling to rooftops as mudslides blocked 
highways ana railroads. 
The death toll reached eight in the 
worst of a series of back-to-back West 
Coast storms, with at least 21 injured 
in the tornadoes. 
Hundreds of people were evac- 
uated, including almost all of the 
riverfront community of Tehama, 
and expensive homes were swept 
down hillsides in a sea of mud. About 
210,000 homes and businesses lost 
power. 
The Los Angeles twister cut a three- 
mile scar of destruction, damaging 
about 100 homes and a hospital, rip- 
ping off the sides of buildings, tossing 
cars around like toys and taking off 
part of the roof of the Los Angeles 
Convention Center. 
Police  initially reported several 
people were arrested for looting, but 
Police Chief Daryl Gates later said no 
arrests were made. 
A SECOND tornado hit Pasadena, 
10 miles north of Los Angeles, lifting 
one car at least 15 feet into the air and 
injuring the driver. Heavy winds also 
were reported in Santa Ana, 35 miles 
to the south, and the National 
Weather Service said it was checking 
reports that a tornado touched down 
there. 
The Los Angeles area also was jolted by the second earthquake in 
less than 14 hours, but there were no 
immediate reports of damage or inju- 
ries. Terry Wallace at the California 
Institute of Technology selsmological 
laboratory in Pasadena said prelimi- 
nary readings indicated the quake at 
12:18 p.m. PST measured 3.5 on the 
Richter scale and was centered "es- 
sentially in the same place" as Mon- 
day rught's tremor in Inglewood. 
Astronomy Club renovates antique telescope 
by Jane 8chwarz 
reporter  
People usually don't think of 
telescopes as antiques, but the As- 
tronomy Club has renovated an 88- 
year-old telescope. 
The telescope is a brass refractor 
telescope buUt in 1895 by Alvin 
Clark and Sons, according to Wil- 
liam Buckingham, a sophomore 
geology major working on it. He 
said Alvin Clark won his fame for 
the discovery of the companion 
star of Sirius. 
The telescope was working at one 
time, but fell into disrepair and 
was stored in Overman, Dr. Roger 
Ptak, professor of physics and as- 
tronomy said. He said the drive 
motor, which moves the telescope 
with the Earth's rotation, cor- 
roded. 
"It seemed like such a waste for 
such a valuable telescope sitting 
around collecting dust," Bucking- 
ham said. 
The astronomy and physics de- 
partment has paid all the bills, but 
the biggest cost has been time. 
Ptak said. Buckingham said he and 
the other students have put In 
about 30 hours working on it. 
"The hardest part was trying to 
find a company with the right parts 
for it," Buckingham said. 
The present market price for a 
similar modern telescope is $2,000, 
but because this one is antique, the 
value is twice that, Ptak said. 
The telescope is an optical sys- 
tem design, Buckingham said. This 
is a system which takes the light 
and bends it to a focus. 
It has a diameter of 5 inches. 
This is the most important feature 
of a telescope, Buckingham said, 
and 5 inches is fairly long for a 
refractor."It has a long focal 
length, which gives you a sharp 
image," Ptak said. 
Ptak said by April, Saturn and 
Jupiter will be available in the sky 
and telescope is wanted for viewing 
these. 
The telescope will be placed on 
the roof of the Life Science build- 
ing. 
BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor 
Dr. Roger Ptak, professor of astronomy, checks the view from a 
recently restored telescope housed in Overman Hall. 
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U.S. must let Salvadorans 
solve their own problems 
Recent Reagan administration assessments of El Salvador 
have called for more military aid to that Central Ameri- 
can nation. These requests must be met with strong congres- 
sional opposition. 
American involvement in El Salvador is already far too 
extensive. We currently have 55 military advisers stationed 
in the country. Although these advisers are limited by 
Congress to carrying only side arms and are not permitted in 
combat zones, one was recently shot while flying over a 
combat zone in a helicopter. Others have been photographed 
with M-16 rifles. 
Military assistance to El Salvador this year is officially 
listed at $26 million. However, millions of dollars of additio- 
nal aid is being poured in under the auspices of aid for 
economic development. This includes such items as military 
trucks and spare parts as well as field radios and other 
communications equipment. 
The Reagan administration has requested that military aid 
be increased by $80 million and be set at $89 million next 
year. They are further studying ways to increase the number 
of advisers stationed there. 
The conflict in El Salvador is far older than the cold war. It 
is not a battle between east and west. Rather, it is an internal 
conflict within a society radically different than our own. 
Only Salvadorans can solve the problems within their 
country. U.S. intervention in El Salvador only exacerbates 
these problems and postpones their solution. 
Congress must act in a manner befitting the ideals of our 
society by ceiling aid at its present level. This action should 
be followed by a gradual decrease in military aid until this 
country is no longer involved in the Salvadoran Civil War. 
Failure to carry out this policy will only lead to American 
responsibility for the further mass destruction of human 
lives. 
Jamaican business 
confidence returns 
Coming back (or a visit to Jamaica 
after some lour years of absence I can 
report that it is in far better shape 
than when I left. Under the previous 
COMMENTARY 
by Max Lerner 
government of Michael Manley there 
was a widespread exodus of talent 
and skills. Small-scale enterprise and 
investment capital suffered. They are 
back now, once more operative. 
Where the shops had earlier been 
denuded of their stocks they are now - 
too slowly - being replenished. The 
growers are raising crops for foreign 
markets as well as domestic con- 
sumption. Licenses and exchange 
.quotas for small trades and enter- 
'prises are eagerly sought by hundreds 
who had dropped out of their small 
businesses. A new middle and profes- 
sional class is forming. 
More than anything a necessary 
sense of confidence has returned. 
People now understand that the gov- 
ernment won't suddenly change the 
rules of the game by introducing 
arbitrary regulation and nationaliza- 
tion. 
At one point under Michael Manley 
the word spread in the villages 
steeped in religion that he was an- 
other "Joshua?7 tumbling down the 
walls of power and privilege. Alas, the 
eight years of Manley's "democratic 
Socialist" rule were a disaster. After 
two victories in 1972 and 1976 Manley 
stretched the patience of the people to 
the breaking point and lost the 1980 
election to Edward Seaga. With Sea- 
S's victory came the sense of what 
> Jamaicans widely called "the 
Deliverance." It is no naive act of 
faith, in the face of the hard realities 
Seaga has had to overcome. There is a 
money crisis which he is meeting by a 
difficult "parallel" system involving 
two offical dollor exchange rates. 
There Is a continuing squeeze on 
imports. The worldwide drop in de- 
mand for alumninum has cut produc- 
tion and employment in Jamaican 
"bauxite plants. Despite pressure from 
Washinton to crack down on mari- 
iuana ("ganja") crops and traffic, no 
amaican regime is likely to respond 
in a wholehearted way. 
Yet the total national balance sheet 
is tilting toward the positive. What 
tilts it most is the mind and character 
of Edward Seaga, who has emerged 
as the freshest and ablest prime min- 
ister of the Caribbean area. 
I met him first in 1971 when he was 
finance minister. When I bad a talk 
with him again the other day what 
impressed me was his grasp of con- 
crete detail within a firmly held 
frame of political and economic pri- 
nicple. 
The son of a Lebanese merchant 
father and a Scottish Presbyterian 
mother, Harvard-trained, deeply im- 
mersed as a young man in the life and 
culture of the Jamaican village peo- 
ple, Seaga is a prime example of a 
steady growth toward leadership. 
His quiet manner is an overlay of a 
steely resolve. At one point before the 
1980 elections there were doubts 
raised about whether some of Man- 
ley's left-wing advisers would allow 
him to relinquish power. But Seaga 
got Manley to agree to a nonpartisan 
election oversight group, and the 
party stalwarts on Doth sides kept 
each other honest and reasonably 
peaceful. The result was a constitu- 
tional transfer of power that did honor 
to the leaders of both parties. 
As an annual visitor to the island, 
watching the changes in Jamaica's 
leadership for 35 years, I have seen no 
one whose promise is as strongly 
based as Seaga's. If the American 
Congress finally passes the aid bill for 
the Caribbean area, as is almost 
certain, it will be largely because of 
the belief in Jamaica's leadership 
role, and Seaga's. It is a belief the 
Jamaican people share, which augurs 
well for the years ahead. 
Max Lerner Is a columnist lor the 
LOB Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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Adelman hit in political crossfire 
Ken Adelman is a brilliant man 
with a flair for the public business. He 
knows the arms control field rea- 
sonably well, and could easily become 
expert.  
COMMENTARY 
by Joseph Kraft 
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But strong impersonal arguments 
impel the Senate to play hard ball 
with his nomination as director of the 
Arms Control Agency. For the nomi- 
nation flows from a policy that com- 
promises both the chances for an 
accord with Russia and - far worse - 
this country's ties with Western Eu- 
By giving Adelman a rough time, 
senators focus attention on the ad- 
verse consequences of a policy pushed 
by the Pentagon and approved by the 
white House, with the secretary of 
state standing ingloriously aloof. 
At the heart of the policy is Soviet 
deployment of some 300 modernized, 
intermediate-range missiles - the SS- 
20s, with three warheads apiece. 
NATO responded with a decision to 
deploy 572 American cruise and Per- 
shlng missiles in Western Europe. 
Deployment was to go forward by the 
end of this year unless Big Two nego- 
tiations in Geneva yielded an accepta- 
ble compromise. 
The Reagan adrninistration went to 
Geneva with the so-called zero option 
- a proposal to cancel deployment if 
Russia eliminated all its interme- 
diate-range missiles. The Russians 
came back with a series of different 
proposals culminating in an offer - by 
Yuri Andropov - to cut back the SS-20 
force to the exact number of British 
and French nuclear weapons. That 
would mean 162 SS-20s with 486 war- 
heads. 
Long before then it became clear 
that bellicose statements from Wash- 
ington had made the West Germans 
and other Europeans skittish about 
further deployement of American nu- 
clear weapons. Thus the talks at Ge- 
veva posed not merely a Soviet- 
American, or East-West, problem. 
They also posed a U.S.-European, or 
West-West, problem. 
The West-West problem was sensed 
with special keenness by Paul Nitze, 
the chief American negotiator in Ge- 
neva, and by the former Arms Control 
Director Eugene Rostow. Both be- 
came convinced the West Germans 
would never go for full deployment of 
the cruise and Penning missiles. 
Both saw in the zero option the mak- 
ings of an Atlantic crisis. 
In that context, Nitze fashioned at 
Geneva an informal proposal that 
would move off the zero option. It 
called for the U.S. to deploy 75 cruise 
missiles with four warheads apiece. 
The Russians would go down to the 
equivalent number of SS-20 warheads 
- or about 100 missiles. Thirty more 
would so to the Far East and the rest 
would be scrapped. Though the Rus- 
sians rejected the idea, the Andropov 
offer, except for fingering the British 
and French, is not ail that different. 
But the Pentagon was furious about 
the Nitze propsal. Nitze and Rostow 
were reprimanded in a note from 
William Clark, the president's na- 
tional security adviser, to Secretary 
of State Goerge Shultz. When Rostow 
sought broad discretion for Nitze in 
the continuing Geneva negotiations, 
be was fired. Adelman, a portege of 
former Defense Secretary Don Rums- 
feld, was then named, with strong 
backing from the Pentagon, to suc- 
ceed Rostow. 
The firing of Rostow triggered a 
new burst of hostility to the zero 
option in Europe. In West Germany it 
:t»3(OTfWfB5» 
became a key issue in the election 
called for March 6. Vice President 
George Bush went to Europe to soothe 
feelings and came back emphasizing 
that while the UJS. still favored the 
zero option, it could also be flexible 
and consider and "interim solution." 
But President Reagan, apparently 
on public relations grounds, decided 
against any new show of flexibility. At 
that point, a key Republican on the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 
Charles Mathlas of Maryland, swung 
into opposition to the Adelman ap- 
pointment. The Mathlas move, made 
last Wednesday after a meeting with 
a special representative from West 
Germany, tilted the committee 
against Adelman's confirmation, 9-6. 
Majority Leader Howard Baker then 
phoned the White House, saying that 
to spare the president the ignominy of 
defeat, he and committee Chariman 
Charles Percy would postpone the 
vote. 
The president, instead of taking the 
chance for a graceful withdrawal, 
blew his cork. At his news confernce 
last Wednesday night be spoke of the 
zero option as "the moral high 
ground,    and showed no signs of 
off it He endorsed Adelman f. and suggested it didn't make 
any difference whether be withdrew 
the nomination or was beaten in the 
Senate. "Either way," be said, "I 
would lose." 
So there now shapes up a fight 
bound to be costly for the administra- 
tion. If Adelman is confirmed. It will 
be by a tiny majority that makes him 
virtually useless in the job. In that 
case, the opponents of the present 
policy will gang up on some of the 
other projects coming down the pike - 
like the MX missile. 
But the opponents, as long as the 
present inflexibility continues, have 
no reason to relent. By giving Adel- 
man lumps, they not only emphasize 
that much more flexibility Is required 
to hold this country and Europe to- 
gether on arms control, they also 
drive home in unambiguous terms an 
important lesson to a man who needs 
to learn it with a vengeance. They 
teach Secretary Shultz that arms con- 
trol is far too Important a subject to 
be left to the hardliners in the Penta- 
gon and the flacks in the White House. 
Joseph Kraft is a columnist for the 
LOB Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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Music survey a sign of the times 
It is a sign of the times that if you 
see students returning from down- 
town Bowling Green, they are likely 
to be carrying a green and yellow bag 
COMMENTARY 
by Thomas Klein 
from Finders with a record or two 
inside. Moreover, as we learned re- 
cently (BG News, Feb. 24), Bowline 
Green students buy an average of 2.5 
records per month, listen mostly to 
WIOT, prefer Rock (80 percent), New 
Wave (50 percent) and Reggae (37 
percent), in that order, and attend an 
average of two concerts per semester. 
Further, 58 percent either sometimes 
or never "prefer listening to older, 
more familiar records." Twenty-nine 
percent of our students enjoy classi- 
cal, 24 percent Jazz, 19 percent Coun- 
try and 18 percent Soul. All of this is a 
sign of the times. 
Another recent study, this one 
based on 95,000 undergraduates sur- 
veyed in 1969 and 1976, a survey of a 
representative sample of 600 colleges 
and universities carried out in 1978 
and interviews with student leaders at 
26 institutions in 1979, concluded that 
today's undergraduates feel that 
"they are passengers on a sinking 
ship, the Titanic if you will, called the 
United States or the world. Fatalism, 
fear of becoming one of the victims, is 
widespread. And there is a growing 
belief among college students that 3 
they are forced to ride on a doomed 
vessel, they owe it to themselves to 
make the trip as lavish as possible 
and go first class." Bowling Green 
students reported that their favorite 
artist or band was The Who; Rush, 
Journey and the Rollins Stones place 
second, third and fourth. 
The national survey quoted above 
was reported in When Dreams and 
Heroes Died, Arthur Levine's sum- 
mary of the Carnegie Surveys. These 
are some of his other disturbing ob- 
servations: In 1969 undergraduates 
said that "learning to get along with 
people" and "formulating values and 
goals for their lives" were the chief 
essentials of education. In 1976 these 
aims were replaced by "getting a 
detailed grasp of a special field" and 
"obtaining training and skills for an 
occupation." The assumption, appar- 
ently, is that the best preparation for 
an occupation is specialized training. 
What Is equally d&turblng, if that fa 
not enough, is that "nearly half of all 
undergraduates would drop out of 
college if they thought it was not 
helping their Job chances," and 
"more than a third would leave col- 
lege immediately if they could get the 
same job now as after graduation." 
College newspapers used to publish 
survey of the books students were 
reading and their favorite authors. 
The surveys noted and tracked the 
more and less popular types of writ- 
ing, popular book stores, statistics on 
average numbers of books bought per 
semester. Students went to readings 
and lectures by writers. It was sign of 
the times. 
There is a rumor on campus that 
soon there will be a rush on Paupers' 
Paperbacks. Vonnegut will be bought 
out. Bradbury will be next to go. 
Orwell will still be in stock but will 
command the highest prices. There 
will be complaints to the Student 
Consumer union about the high 
prices. Baldwin's publisher willbe 
forced to reprint. 
Soon, we will see a new bag travel- 
ing between downtown and campus. It 
will not be green and yellow. It will be 
a sign of the times. 
Thomas Klein is an Associate Pro- 
fessor of English. 
IETTFKS, ,   ^...^JJJJJJ„JJJJ_„JJ^mJ: Mmm mm m 
Agreement reached 
on Student Code 
The purpose of this letter is to 
announce the formation of a Univer- 
sity-wide committee to examine and 
review the Student Code. The student 
body profile and local, state and fed- 
eral laws have changed since the 
present Code was formulated, sug- 
gesting a complete study. 
Furthermore, responses to changes 
proposed earlier this year have indi- 
cated that a different review process 
is desired. Since the Student C&le has 
an effect on us all, we feel that a 
broadly-based committee, represen- 
tative of the University Community, 
should participate In the revision 
process. This comittee will include 
students, faculty, staff, administra- 
tors and a representative of the City 
of Bowling Green. Actual mem- 
bership will be announced soon. 
We agree as recently proposed and 
we hope you will also, that the Univer- 
sity should be able to deal swiftly 
through summary suspension with 
individuals who cause a threat to 
themselves or to others and that mis- 
demeanors which occur off campus 
should be able to deal by civil authori- 
ties. Furthermore, the Student Code 
should be made consistent with the 
Ohio Revised Code, and should also 
serve the educational mission of the 
University. We plan to bring these 
fatter issues to the Board of Trustees 
in March. 
Paul J. decamp 
President, BQSU 
Keren Aldred 
President, Qr.duito Student Senate 
Everett Gallagher, 
President, Undergraduate Student 
Government 
Library clean, quiet 
through cooperation 
On behalf of the entire Library staff 
I wish to thank all the BG Students 
who have assisted us in making the 
Jasper 
Jerome Library a quieter and cleaner 
facility. Your cooperation by comply- 
ing with our new policy has created a 
far more conducive environment for 
library research and study. 
Dwlght F. Burllngame 
Dean  or   Libraries  and   Learning  Re- 
source* 
Studenta defend 
UAO ticket policy 
We would like to take this opportu- 
nity to thank Tom Mfauraca and UAO 
for their handling of the Stray Cats 
ticket sales. Having contacted UAO, 
we were well informed of the planned 
ticket sales procedure. We feel that 
there was no ambiguity regarding 
this procedure as one door was ex- 
pressly designated "concert tickets at 
this door only." Mr. Mfauraca, you 
acted justly in removing anyone who 
had violated this procedure. Thank 
you for doing so. 
JohnT. Eehois 
OC MB 1392 
Jeffrey R. Mckereon 
2SSDerrow 
Michael Q. OoMoweky 
2M Harrow 
K0VM1 W. K>M«aty 
2*7 0arrow 
by Bates and Moore 
AND THAT'S 
ABOUT ALL. 
VOOLLNEED 
TO KNOUFDB. 
WOv). VOUHMC 
ANY QOtSTiOMS? 
I'U. OUT 
-TYEViA*»OF 
IT ON THE AIR 
YEAH, fcVUT IT'S UKE 
AW OTHER NEW STUFF 
THESE DAMS. EveP»V SO 
OFTEN, SOME LITTLE 
THIMS Wiu-... 
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First impression made with clothes 
by Cathy Clifford 
reporter  
You're at a dinner party and you 
see a person dressed in a bright 
purple suit, with white pin stripes, a 
red and green shirt and hot pink 
shoes. You've never met this person, 
but suddenly find yourself being ap- 
proached by this person, simply be- 
cause you've been staring the entire 
evening. 
What was your first impression of 
this person? You probably thought 
this is a person who doesn't take life 
quite as seriously as yourself, and you 
would probably treat him accord- 
achieve power through dressing sci- 
entifically. 
Thourlby is the original Marlboro 
man, former clothing advisor to Pres- 
idents Nixon and Carter, and an expe- 
rience actor, as well as one of the top 
ten male models in the U.S. 
Thourlby said while working in Hol- 
lywood he realized the movie industry 
established the way in which we per- 
ceive characters through their cloth- 
% 
*% f o the people you meet and deal 
with everyday you are what you 
wear," Willam Thourlby said last 
night in the Grand Ballroom. 
Thourlby held a seminar on how to 
started thinking about the days 
when I use to sit at the studio and 
watch these guys and these women 
and some of them looking funny, some 
looking like old money, new money, 
semi-trust worthy, then going into 
wardrobe and coming out looking like 
men of power, men of upper social 
economic background, and women oi 
new money look," Thourlby said. 
"And no one ever questioning it." 
"Then I thought to myself, there is a 
science that should be taken out of the 
studio and brought to the street. 
"There is only one industry in the 
world that made a science out of what 
your clothing says about you, and that 
is the motion picture industry," he 
added. 
Another form of media that effects 
how we percieve each other is the 
television industry. 
"The average American adult 
spends fifteen years of his or her life 
in front of the television set" 
Thourlby explained. "Numerous stud- 
ies have been conducted to determine 
how what viewers see affects their 
life-style, morals, values, buying hab- 
its, and even their sex life." 
"We live in a nation that has taught 
us to believe what we see, not what 
they tell us." 
This is the reasoning behind his 
seminars he holds ail across the coun- 
try . Thourlby said he wants people to 
intellectualize their style of dressing. 
Through his seminars, Thounby 
says, "you will come to understand 
that the concept that the clothing you 
wear, which covers up 90 percent of 
your body, dominates your business 
andsociJrelaUonshipsisavalidone. 
"You wfll then carefully plan your 
appearance to control the way people 
interact with you." 
Thourlby is the author of the best 
selling book, You Are What You 
Wear, and will be releasing another 
called For Women Only. 
"Be a winner, only winners change 
the world." Thourlby says. 
"People don't listen to you if you're 
not a winner," he said. "And the only 
way to be a winner is through your 
clothing; dressing scientifically. 
Unemployed replace factory workers with robots 
William Thourlby BG News Photo/Pstrlck Sandor 
NILES, Ohio (AP) - Two coun- 
ties are helping about 30 unem- 
ployed blue-collar workers learn 
to operate robots, which an em- 
ployment official says will re- 
place people in factories. 
Portage and Trumbull counties 
this year sponsored about 15 
needy students in a 20-month asso- 
ciate degree course at ATES 
Technical Institute in Niles. U.S. 
Labor Department funds pay the 
full tuition, about $6,000 per stu- 
dent. 
"We're in the midst of a com- 
puter revolution in our society, 
and to survive people have to get 
ready for it," Maureen Frederick, 
director of Portage County's Em- 
ployment Training Agency, said. 
"Robots are going to replace 
Eople in factories, but somebody 
s to know how to take care of 
the robots," she said. 
ATES recently made robotics a 
part if its Electronics Engi- 
neering Technology program, Ca- 
therine Kieley, assistant to the 
818-822 Second Street 
•2 Bdrm., furn., apt. 
•Free Heat, Water & Sewer 
•Laundry facilities in building 
•   •Close to campus 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
336 S. Main 
352-5620 
special offer 
Carousel 
Beauty Shop 
$5 
HAIRCUTS 
30% off PERMS 
with coupon 
Expires 3/9/83 
Various Braiding Styles Available 
NEXUS        3REDKEN 
140 EAST WOOSTER 
352-0800 
IM*tU|ta«t> 
president at the school, said. 
She said those sponsored 
through Portage and Trumbull 
counties began retraining in Jan- 
uary. The school has about 600 
students in various disciplines. 
THE COURSE is 2,000 hours 
over 20 months, or five hours a 
day, five days a week, she said. 
Lois Cassner, the school's ad- 
missions director, referred to the 
county-sponsored students as pi- 
oneers. 
"They are the first crop of 
PLEAD INSANITY 
AND GET AWAY 
WITH MURDER 
Hear 3 experts discuss 
the Insanity issue. 
Forensic Psychologist, Private Defender, Prosecutor 
MARCH 3      8:00 pm 
OPEN TO ALL! 
Sponsored by the Law Society 
112 BA 
workers for a new industrial 
age," she said. "There's not going 
to be such a thing as pulling out of 
a depression, because those old 
jobs are going to be gone for- 
ever." 
The school has two robots, 
which cost about $2,500 each. 
Darryl Abelt is one of 15 stu- 
dents sponsored by Portage 
County. He lost his job in 1961, 
when employment in the Cleve- 
land factory where he worked fell 
from 1,200 to 193. 
143 
531-GOOD 
0 I 
50* OFF 
Any regular 8" sub 
I 
DiBenedetto's 4 
SUB—ME—QUICK | 
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I I 
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CASH & CARRY 
SPECIALS 
FANCY 
CARNATIONS      Dozen   $5.00 
MIXED FLOWER 
BOUQUETS Package $2.50 
MYLE'S FLOWERS 
Dairy Queen Bldg. Facing RR Tracks 
Mini Course Registration 
Feb. 28th - March 18th 
UAO Office: 3rd Floor Union 9-5pm 
Choose from over 25 mini-courses including Mixology. 
Knitting, CPR. First Aid, Bike Maintenance and 
MANY MORE. 
II Payment due upon signup - Call 2-2343 for more info 
H HM Cox-'IM COWIM Cmnf—xl (»***>• j»MCgir.M-»ll«I CoCT^-MI.1C.CTWMW Cm—- ■» CanM^Mt 
Bagels Cskee Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels   n 
!        JACK'S ! 
BAKERY I 
|       $1.00 off any $3.00 I 
purchase 
one coupon per purchase 
1441 E. Woontr Si. 
« Briuad Fiada'i EM 
Hours M-F (-10 Su. * Sun. 9-10 
2 PIMM Ml coupon 354-1001 
| expires 3/5/83 
o  Cakes Fudge   Choc. Mousse  Cheesecake   Bagels 
RIDES 
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CALL THE USG OFFICES AT 372-0324 
11:00-3:00 
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The Brothers of 
KAPPA SIGMA 
congratulate their new actives 
Rudy Novak 
Andy Collins 
Mike Harlow 
Jim Canepa 
Tim Teqqe 
Brian Foust 
Eric Grace 
Jeff Veith 
Pat Wood 
Andy Hogan 
Special Guest 
FM 104 and "The Fox" 
'FREE transportation  to-n-from BUTTONS' 
•Drink  specials  all night 
•JACK  DANIEL'S door prizes 
•Spirit Trophy to be awarded 
'Buses leave from the Union every  \2 hr-   beginning   at   8:30. 
persons 18 and  over   admitted 
TONIGHT 
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Art therapy aids positive change 
by CMy Orchek 
reporter 
Although people regu- 
larly disguise feelings with 
words, art can express 
feelings normally too inti- 
mate to vocalize. From 
this theory came the prac- 
tice of art therapy. 
"Basically, art therapy 
uses art to help people un- 
derstand themselves bet- 
ter and to make positive 
changes in themselves," 
Sue Rokicki, junior art the- 
rapy major, said. 
Dvora Krueger, who had 
been employed by Buckeye 
Boys Ranch, a residential 
treatment center for emo- 
tionally   disturbed   boys, 
started art therapy at the 
University in 1978. The pro- 
gram began after students 
had expressed an interest 
in this growing field. 
"People don't have 
much knowledge of it (art 
therapy) at this point," 
Nina Holtzman, assistant 
professor of art therapy, 
said. 
"The only way I know 
the theory (of art therapy) 
is valid, is because fve 
used it and I've seen how 
engaging in the creative 
process can give people a 
sense of self-esteem," 
Holtzman said. "I've seen 
how talking about their 
own imagery can help en- 
lighten people, and that 
LET'S HEAD SOUTH 
ON MAIN STREET... 
i 
i 
i 
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knowledge of the self and 
the desire to change com- 
bined lead to positive 
changes in people. 
ACCORDING to Holtz- 
man, a person cannot edit 
or censor art the way he 
can censor his language. 
Art therapy taps into what 
is happening 
unconsciously. 
"When I allow myself to 
produce art work, when I 
behave that sponta- 
neously, and when I stand 
back and look at what I've 
done, I can learn truths 
about myself that I could 
never learn by talking," 
she said. 
Holtzman said she 
worked as an art therapist 
for five years with emo- 
tionally disturbed children 
at a school for the deaf in 
the Bronx. 
She said she began treat- 
ing one boy with art the- 
rapy because he had been 
misbehaving in class. The 
boy at first would ruin his 
art work as soon as he was 
finished, she said, but after 
some months he began to 
enjoy creating art. She 
added he learned to ex- 
press himself in a socially 
acceptable and construc- 
tive manner and began be- 
having much better in 
class. 
But job opportunities in 
this field won't be listed in 
the classified section of a 
major newspaper, accord- 
ing to Holtzman. 
"Almost every art the- 
rapy position that's held 
now was created by the 
person who has it," Holtz- 
man said. "We've had 
about eight or nine grad- 
uates and they're all em- 
ployed. 
"This is an undergrad- 
uate, pre-professionarpro- 
gram,' Holtzman said. 
s
 All the students know that 
this is a prep program to 
go on for a master's de- 
gree." 
ACCORDING to Sheryl 
Elmore, senior art therapy 
major who plans to attend 
graduate school, the top 
position in art therapy is a 
registered art therapist 
and a person has to go to 
graduate school to become 
one. 
"Art therapy is new. but 
it is a growing field," El- 
more said. "We have to go 
out and tell people that 
they need an art therapist. 
We have to sell ourselves. 
The hard part is that peo- 
le don't even know what it fs' 
"In the art therapy pro- 
gram you go through the- 
rapy yourself because you 
have to learn who you are 
and how to deal with your- 
self before you can deal 
with someone else." 
Kathy Hagemeyer, se- 
nior art therapy major, 
said she has been em- 
ployed as an activities as- 
sistant at the Wood County 
Nursing Home for six 
years. She said she would 
like to continue working 
there after graduation. 
A typical art therapy 
session with the elderly 
might start with making 
homemade ice cream or 
baking bread from 
scratch, Hagemeyer said. 
She said the exercise 
stirs memories dealing 
with the person's past The 
exercise is the subject of a 
discussion after which the 
person is asked to draw 
something dealing with his 
experience, Hagemeyer 
said. 
For example, the person 
might draw his mother or 
the bowl his mother used to 
make the bread in, Hage- 
meyer added. 
According to Hage- 
meyer, an elderly person 
uses art therapy to review 
and evaluate his past. 
The Brothers of 
KAPPA KAPPA PSI 
National Honorary Band 
Service Fraternity 
Congratulates Our President 
Jeff McGaffick 
1982-83 Freddie Falcon 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road   Bowling Gram, OH  352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included »gas heat 'laundry 
facilities • drapes • carpet • party & game 
room •swimming pool • sauna 
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$285-furnished $265-unfurnished 
plus lights 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-furnished$200-unfurnished 
ail utilities included seperate bedroom 
Monitors not sitters 
dad in brown vests with 
"BGSU" patches and 
photo IDs, seven library 
monitors began their Jobs 
patrolling this semester. 
According to Diane Re- 
gan, library coordinator, 
studies had shown the li- 
brary was "too noisy, too 
dirty and was being used 
as a place to socialize. And 
the vast majority of people 
found this unacceptable." 
Monitors were hired to 
enforce new regulations on 
all the floors and to aid 
students who may have 
questions while using the 
library, she said. 
Regan said she has re- 
ceived positive and neg- 
ative comments from 
students about the pro- 
gram, but added, "overall 
it has been taken positively 
and compliance nas been 
total." 
"I don't think it's a baby- 
sitting Job," monitor Rod- 
ney Griggs, freshman 
psychology major, said. 
'People indicated they 
wanted the policy, and we 
are there to show how se- 
rious the library was about 
it and to enforce it" 
He said almost everyone 
is complying with the pol- 
icy and says he enjoys the 
Job and working with the 
other monitors. 
REGAN SAID she hopes 
the program will get past 
the "monitoring mental- 
ity" and instead be known 
as a "service-oriented 
group" to aid students in 
any way. 
"This will be the key 
element to monitoring, 
Regan said. "I hope this 
function will be seen as so 
vital that the unit will not 
be disbanded." 
Since she began working 
about two weeks ago, mon- 
itor Barbara Colnar, fresh- 
man journalism major, 
said there has been an "ex- 
traordinary difference." 
"Fewer people are eat- 
ing and drinking in off-lim- 
its places and things have 
been going smoothly," she 
said. "People are getting 
used to us and asking us to 
help them out with library 
research." 
Colnar said she does not 
consider the program to be 
a babysitting job and hopes 
after students fully under- 
stand the policy the mon- 
itors can concentrate on 
being a service group 
along with aiding the li- 
brary staff. 
Regan said monitors will 
not take the place of the 
library clerks, but should 
be able to answer ques- 
tions'for those who do not 
want to stand in line at the 
reference or circulation 
desks. 
REGAN EXPLAINED if 
a monitor sees a person 
violating the policy, he or 
she will receive a verbal 
warning from the monitor. 
The monitor then will 
leave the area and return 
in 10 or 15 minutes to see if 
the person has stopped the 
violation he or she was 
warned about. 
If the person has not, he 
or she will be asked to 
show identification and 
will be cited for the viola- 
tion. 
She said a typed copy of 
the citation will be sent to 
the person, along with a 
cover letter, ana will be 
their first warning. A sec- 
ond copy of the violation 
will go on file at the library 
and, if this person is cited 
within six months for the 
same or different offense, 
he or she will be turned 
over to Standards and Pro- 
cedures. 
"There have been a few 
difficulties such as some 
students not wanting to 
throw their pop away, but 
these have been isolated 
instances and on the whole 
the program is working 
well, monitor Tom Mur- 
nen, freshman English ed- 
ucation major, said. 
For those who do not 
smoke but would like to use 
the snack room, a smoke- 
eater has been installed. 
It's totally awesome fer-surr! 
MM Am Manor-Third and Fourth sis.. 
are gas apartments witti gaa heat, 
water and cooking lor FREE! 
Each equipped wKh garbage disposal, 
air conditioning, cable hook-up and 
toteol storagel 
Two bedroom, unlurnlshed-S300/mo. 1 year 
ItOtO 
t-3SS/mo. 9 mo. lotto 
(DMdod botwoon All of You!) 
Summor Roto: $300 entire summer! 
Like, go-fer ltd! 
Cat 352 4380 alter 10 a.m.  362-7361 alter 3 p.m. 
Sunday through Friday 
e American Heart Association 
t T-SQUARE dRAPHldk inc.] 
121 South Main Street 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
(419) 352-8488 
Computer Typesetting 
Graphic Arts 
Professionals 
Resume's typed or 
typeset with quality, 
efficient 2 day service! 
Now Leasing for 
Fall 1983-84 
ROCK LEDGE MANOR 
850 Sixth St at South College 
2 bedroom fum. apt. 
2 full baths 
cable vtston-dbhwasher 
4x 10 storage locker 
$535 P<» month 
-9 month lease 
Owner pays heat and water 
BOGGS REAL ESTATE 
call 352-384111-3 or 354*1120 
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
Aojacent to Sterling Milk • Dexters • Dorsey Drugs 
Model Apt. B-15 Open Weekdays* Saturdays 11-4 
Otherwise by appointment 
Rentals for 2-3-4 person        9 or 12 month leases - individualized leases 
' Landlord pays heat and A/C - water & sewage 
* 5 minute walk to Downtown • 2 minute walk to campus 
' Units are well insulated, soundproof - with deadbolt locks 
* No car required - save on gas & car expense 
* No long walk in sub-zero and rainy weather 
* Owned and managed by landlord 
These are only a few of the 
many good reasons for iving at 
Campus Manor! 
Rates from 119.00 per person per month   (4 person oecupincy) 
Special Summer Rite of $475 entire summer session 
3524302 352-7365 evenings 
^ f 
»•■ ■»»■ ■»* 
Now Leasing for Fall 1983 
803-815 Eighth Street Apartments 
2 bedroom, laundry facilities, air conditioning 
Tenants pay electric and gas 
9 1/2 mo. 12 mo. 
Furnished- $250 & gas & elec.      $250 & gas & elec. 
Unfurnished- $225 & gas & elec.      $200 & gas & elec. 
Model Hours:   Apt. 815 #8    M-W-F 12 noon to 7 
Apt. 803 #2    T-T 2:30 to 7 
$50 deposit required through March 1983 
516 E. MERRY AVENUE-EAST MERRY APARTMENTS 
Furnished 2 bedroom apartments with 2 baths. 
Carpeted with dishwasher and garbage disposals 
Close to campus, all electric units. 
Residents pay by the semester. 
Model Hours: Apt. #23 L^^ ^HS $450 & ^^ 
5 to 8 Monday thru Friday through March 1983 
5 to 7 Sundays       ., _ 
Maurer Green 
Green Briar Inc.   224E.wooster 
g -A— & ^-"-^0 
SUNDAY MARCH 6 
12:30 - 4:00 p.m. 
210 Eppler South 
GET A TEAM OF 5 
AND JUMP FOR YOUR HEART! 
FREE REFRESHMENTS! 
PLEDGE SHEETS AVAILABLE IN 
EPPLER NORTH STOCKROOM 
SPONSORED BY DELTA PSI KAPPA 
352-0717 1 
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DJ moves to MTV Seventy-five j 
by Mark Dl Vlncenzo 
reporter  
It's always nice to see a 
local boy make good. 
Chuck Harrison, former 
disc jockey for WFAL ra- 
dio, now video jockey for 
MTV (Music Television), 
made good. 
To his listeners, he's 
"Big Chuck," the man be- 
hind a voice heard across 
campus for the past three 
years. Now hell be the 
man watched by MTV fans 
across the greater Toledo 
area. He said he hopes it 
won't end there. 
Harrison's career objec- 
tives are focused. 
"I want to end up in New 
York and work the national 
scene," he said, "111 be 
there, too -1 hope." 
With the move to MTV, 
the 21-year-old University junior temporarily ended 
his collegiate career, but 
the former radio-tele- 
vision-film major vows to 
finish college and earn a 
degree. 
Dressed in a pair of 
faded Levi's, a dark blue 
hooded sweat shirt and a 
shiny pair of white Nike's, 
he hardly appears ready to 
hop onto the set of a tele- 
vision studio, but by March 
23, he said he will be. 
MTV    INTERVIEWED 
prospective employees at 
Toledo area shopping 
malls, looking for a male- 
female tandem to host a 
regular, localized pro- 
gram. 
The new spot called 'To- 
ledo Beat' will cut into the 
national program at break 
points and will give con- 
cert updates, interviews 
and special localized mu- 
sic features. 
The "Toledo Beat" con- 
cept, the first of its kind, 
will not be shown in the 
Bowling Green area, Har- 
rison said, because of fi- 
nancial problems. It costs 
MTV (15,000 a mile to run 
its local segment. 
"I acted on a rumor," he 
said.  "I heard a lot of 
sketchy details about some 
sort of talent search by 
MTV, and I had to check it 
out. I would have never 
forgiven myself if I didn't, 
although I never really 
thnmjhi I had a chance." 
Along with 600 others, 
Harrison auditioned for the 
part offered by the Cable 
System Co., the actual 
ly Harrison is work- 
ing for. 
"I didn't know what was 
going on or what to ex- 
pect?' he said. "I was 
shocked, ecstatic. Hell, I 
didn't even know what po- 
sition I was trying out for. I just heard those three let- 
ters 'M-T-V*. 
"WHEN I found out I got 
it (the video jockey posi- 
tion) three weeks ago," be 
said, "I pinched myself. In 
fact, I'm still pinching my- 
self - but things are finally 
starting to clkk." 
like other radio voices, 
Harrison's sounds like a 
mellow boom exploding 
and blasting off every time 
he begins to speak. 
"All voices which artic- 
ulate and have a lot of 
energy are good 'DJ' 
voices," be said, "and 
there's really no voice 
that's bad. There's always 
room for a different voice- 
a voice which stands out. 
"Geez, I hope my face 
stands out," Harrison said. 
I never thought of myself 
on camera - I still don't, 
really." 
With the job, Harrison 
gets his own hair stylist 
and wardrobe. His stringy, 
brown hair will be 
trimmed and styled once a 
week, he said, and his 
wardrobe is his to keep. 
So MTV, the station try- 
ing diligently to finally 
clean up rock-n-roll, takes 
on an enthusiastic new- 
comer. 
"No, I could never work 
a nine-to-five Job," Harri- 
son said, "I can't sit still 
long enough." 
'Grandpa Skibby' tells story 
Salmon eggs kept to stock lake 
PUT-IN-BAY, Ohio (AP) 
To help ensure a constant 
stream of sport fish for 
Lake Erie and its tributary 
rivers, close to a million 
Coho salmon eggs are be- 
ing maintained on South 
Bass Island this winter. 
The fish don't reproduce 
naturally in Ohio, but they 
are rapidly becoming as 
popular as the walleye for 
game fishing. 
Under a state Depart- 
ment of Natural Resources 
program, the fish are held 
In a hatchery for about 18 
months, then released into 
tributaries from which 
they eventually migrate 
into Lake Erie, where they 
live for another 18 months. 
"What we're trying to do 
is develop a (sport) fishery 
on the Huron and Chagrin 
Rivers for the salmon, but 
previously we didn't have 
a way to keep the fish from 
wanderingaway from Ohio 
waters," Clayton Lakes of 
the ODNR, said. 
"They could wind up in 
streams in New York or 
Pennsylvania or the De- 
troit   River   from   Lake 
Erie," he said. 
But Lakes said by rais- 
ing the fish in water that 
has been treated with the 
chemical morpholine, 
ODNR officials now hope 
the fish will be chemically 
"Imprinted" and return as 
adults to spawn in Ohio 
streams which have been 
treated with the chemical. 
by Stephen Wynalda 
reporter 
Grandfathers always 
have been a symbol of sto- 
rytelling. Children would 
gather at the foot of his 
rocker with their eyes 
glazed in wonderment as 
grandfather said, "I 
walked 20 miles to go to 
school when I was a boy." 
Guss Skibby, now ap- 
rching 80, could pass just such a grandfa- 
ther. But Skibby's life has 
been so involved in the 
University and young peo- 
ple that it would be good 
for us all to curl up around 
his rocker and listen to his 
story. 
Skibby was born in North 
Baltimore and moved at 
the age of seven to Bowling 
Green. And now, for nearly 
75 years, be has grown 
with the University. 
Skibby was a freshman 
at Bowling Green Normal 
College in 1920 when be 
was voted captain of the 
football team. Unfortu- 
nately, Bowling Green 
would suffer its worse de- 
feat ever that year, 
according to Skibby, when 
it played Eastern Michi- 
gan and lost 68 to 0. 
But the team was per- 
sistent and Skibby was 
voted captain for the sec- 
ond vear in a row. It would 
be this year that the team 
would play Findlay College 
and shorten the playing 
time after it became ob- 
vious that Findlay was los- 
ing horribly. The final 
score was 151 to 0, Skibby 
said. 
HE WOULD graduate in 
1926 with 14 varsity letters 
to his credit. In his six 
years at the college he had 
amassed four football, four 
basketball, four baseball 
letters, and a letter from 
both tennis and track. 
He would then begin tea- 
ching political science and 
history at Bowling Green 
Senior High and in 1929 
begin to referee college 
football and basketball. 
He began his service in 
the Air Force in 1943 where 
he taught aero-navigation 
and later to serve in aero- 
intelligence. A year after 
World War II ended, 
Skibby slipped out of his 
uniform to become a civil- 
ian again, but would re- 
main on active duty until 
his retirement as a major. 
Returning to his former 
job of teaching and offi- 
ciating in 1961, he found 
himself on the national 
news when he made a rul- 
ing at a Notre Dame-Syra- 
cuse football game that 
contradicted the NCAA 
rulebook. 
Skibby said the victor of 
the game would go on to 
play in a bowl game and 
the two arch rivals, Syra- 
cuse and Notre Dame, 
were playing each other 
n- 
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AFRICAN WEEK 1983 
MARCH 9 - 12 
Watch for our Schedule of Events! 
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A* 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
. SPAGHETTI 
or 
1 PIECE of LASAGNA 
For $1.75 
11-9 inside only 
EAST 3M„„, 440 E. Court       352-1596 
WHTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS 
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND 
FALL-ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, AS LOW AS $478' 
PER SEMESTER-4 MAN OCCUPANCY 
FURNISHED. UNFURNISHED $450 each. 
2 BEDROOM, 1 BATH-FURNISHED $365 
2 OR 3 MAN OCCUPANCY-$548 per 
SEMESTER PER PERSON/3 MAN OCCUPANCY 
REMEMBER WHEN IT COMES TO 
SERVICE, COME TO WMTHROP TERRACE 
K SlU UK MIS MJUUKEM 
rUBEl m.. SUMMIT ST.. AID IIP0LE0I 
VOTED ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO 
LIVE BY BG STUDENTS 
•fflCE IT HI UFBLEH M 
MMS •*• II 3*0 MMhfM 
SAT - MARCH 5 OPEN 10-4 
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS 
741 HIGH ST. 721 HIGH ST. 731 HIGH ST. 
820 8th St. 840 8th St. 
Open M-F 9-4:30 
MM LEASING FOR SUMMER I FILL IMS 
2 Bedroom Fully Furnished and Carpeted 
•Food Wast* DltpoMl-Bath and 1/2 
•Gas Heat-Landlord Pays 
•Oaa Hot Water-Landlord Paya 
•Qaa Range-Landlord Paya 
•••RESIDENT PAY8 ELECTRIC (light only)*" 
•SPECIAL FEATURES* 
•Cabievlsion Available •Patloa and Balconies 
•Largo Closet Space    * Soundproofing 
*9 or 12 Month Lease   'Plenty of Ample Parking 
•Laundry Facilities In Buildings 
CKNYWMI ■EliTH Sf a 
Complete Facilities for aten and women 
•Hydro-Spa Whirlpool •Indoor Heated Pool 
•Metoe Sauna *Sun Lamp* 
•Shower Massage *Newly ■ullt 
•Comptete Exersiee Equipment 
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHEP.P.YWOOO SPA 
•Professionally qualified Inatruetora and staff 
'Outside Recreation 
'Lounge/Snack Bar 
Only $375.00/month 
Ph.* 352-9378 
Rental Office: 835 High St. 
6ET 
Sale starts today! 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
Hours: 
Monday-Friday 8:00-5:00 
Saturday 9:00-5:00 
ReCOrds at Big Discounts! 
Save up to $3.00! 
Major label LP's! Top artists! 
Maay, many selections in this special purchase.  Classics included! 
Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection! 
for the chance. With six 
seconds left in the game, 
Syracuse was ahead by one 
point and Notre Dame was 
going to try a field goal. 
The kicker missed the field 
goal but Skibby called 
"roughing the kicker." By 
that time the clock had run 
out and the game was offi- 
cially over. Still the refer- 
ees extended the game and 
gave the kicker a second 
chance. The kicker made 
the field goal and Notre 
Dame won the game. 
ACCORDING    TO 
Skibby, the rulebook stated 
if a kicker is roughed on 
the last play of the game 
then the game is extended. 
Yet the rulebook also con- 
tradicted itself by stating 
that if the ball Is relin- 
rshed to the other team 
game is not extended. 
Anytime a field goal was 
attempted at fourth down 
the ball is automatically 
turned over to the other 
team. One of the rules had 
to be changed. Because of 
the ruling, the rulebook 
was changed to read that if 
the kicker is roughed, the 
game is extended regard- 
less, said Skibby. 
He was elected mayor of 
Bowling Green in 19M - a 
position he would hold for 
tour two-year terms and 
one four-year term. During 
this time he would be 
mayor of a town caught in 
throws of demonstrations 
and the threat of violence. 
12 OFF 
Any large pizza 
with TWO or more items 
lletZJW ONE COW 
Delivery 
OPIN 4 p.m. 
352-5166 
UPON PER PIZZA 
Expires 3f31/83 
Voted Best Pizza In B.C. 
COUPON  
*l OFF 
Any medium pizza 
with TWO or more items 
Pl38^      or. 
OMN 4 p.m. 
352-5166 
Free Delivery 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
Expires 3/31/83 
Voted Best Pizza in 8.G. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE 
LLOWING OUTSTANDING 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
Keith Brown and Lori Wolfinger 
of Campus Films 
Barb Castanien 
of Exhibits 
Jeanne Mattich and Tracy Nagel 
of Games 
Sue Margletta 
of Mini-Courses 
Jeff James and Marcia Obe 
of News & Views/Lectu 
'er 
Kelly McMichael and Jennifer 
Urbank of Outdoor Recreation 
Allison Kerstetter and 
Linda Miller of 
Performing Arts 
Doug Bullock and Sharon Szalay 
of Public Relations 
Bob Schoeni and Vivek Vasudeva 
 of Publicity 
Christine Bennett and Bruce Piper 
of Publications 
Sam Sillaman 
of Side Door Entertainment 
Beth Baker and LouAnn Schaffer 
 of Travel 
Thanks for being there!! 
6 The BQ News/March 2, 1983 
ELSEWHERE ■-.««»u* 
Salvadoran archbishop named 
VATICAN CITY (AP) - 
On the eve of his trip to 
Central America, Pope 
John Paul II yesterday 
named as archbishop of 
San Salvador a priest who 
has repeatedly denounced 
the violence on both sides 
of the country's civil war. 
The appointment of Mon- 
signor Arturo Rivera y 
Damas was viewed as an 
endorsement of Central 
American prelates urging 
peaceful negotiations to 
end civil conflicts. 
Rivera y Damas suc- 
ceeds Archbishop Oscar 
Arnulfo Romero who was 
gunned down while saying 
Mass in   1980.   The  new 
archbishop has been in 
charge of the Salvadoran 
church since the assassina- 
tion. 
Speaking recently of for- 
eign interference in Cen- 
tral America, Rivera y 
Damas, 59, said, "They 
provide the arms, we pro- 
vide the dead." 
The 62-year-old pope 
kept up his regular activ- 
ities on his Last day in 
Rome before boarding the 
Alitalia DC-10 that will 
take him to Costa Rica, 
Nicaragua, Panama, El 
Salvador, Guatemala. 
Honduras, Belize and 
Haiti. 
Speaking at his general 
audience, the pope said the 
experiences of his native 
Poland would help him in 
war-torn Central America. 
The pope has frequently 
spoken of Poland's suffer- 
ing in World War II and 
attempts by Poles to af- 
firm their identity. 
THE POPE has planned 
a Polish trip for June, the 
second return to his home- 
land since becoming pope. 
Trips to Austria, Canada. 
Venezuela, Argentina and 
Chile are planned. 
In his previous 16 trips to 
more than two dozen coun- 
tries, the pope has logged 
120,000 miles, becoming 
the most traveled pontiff 
ever. 
In Sunday homilies from 
his pulpit, the new arch- 
bishop for San Salvador 
has denounced the killings, 
torture and abductions in 
the war between leftist 
guerrillas and the Un- 
supported government. 
Rivera y Damas, joined 
last week by the Vatican's 
foreign minister, Arch- 
bishop Achille Silvestrini, 
has appealed for a truce 
during the entire March 2- 
10 period of the pope's trip. 
Guerrilla spokesmen 
have said they were ame- 
nable, but the government 
has rejected appeals for 
negotiations. 
Rivera y Damas has con- 
demned more than a dozen 
Salvadoran   priests   who 
made "a clear political 
option" for the left, either 
Joining the guerrillas, or 
making propaganda" 
abroad. He has similarly 
condemned right-wing 
priests. 
"The majority of the 
clergy is balanced," Riv- 
era y Damas said in a 
recent interview. "They 
seek reforms but not vio- 
lence." 
Involvement of priests in 
Ccs is a major issue in 
•agua, where the Vati- 
can has sought to avoid a 
face-to-face meeting with 
five priests who hold public 
office. The church opposes 
involvement of priests in 
politics. 
AT A GLANCE ■•mmmtmmmatiimtmmimiiititmmmm***** 
Peter, Paul and Mary play in Paris 
(AP) - Peter Yarrow's halting but successful effort to speak to his 
audience in French drew wild cheers as Peter, Paul and Mary triumphantly 
opened their European tour with a concert in Paris. 
Yarrow, Mary Travers and Paul Stookey played to a sell-out crowd of 1,500 at 
the Casino de Paris on Monday night, performing new songs and their 1960s hits 
"Puff the Magic Dragon" and "Ifl had a Hammer" as the crowd sang along. 
The singers are planning a 21-day tour of 14 European cities. 
Welch 'heartbroken' over miscarriage 
NEW YORK (AP) - Actress Raquel Welch, who left Broadway because she 
became pregnant at age 42, has suffered a miscarriage and is "really heartbro- 
ken," her press agent said yesterday. 
Welch and her husband, fUm producer Andre Weinfeld, were vacationing in the 
Caribbean when she lost the baby, said the agent, Belinda Breese. The baby had 
been expected in August, she said. 
Welch was performing daily in "Woman of the Year" on Broadway when she 
learned she was pregnant and stayed until Jan. 2. The role has been taken by 
Debbie Reynolds. 
Welch has two grown children from a previous marriage. 
uuffi lUwim 
THIS WEEK 
LET'S 
CELEBRATE 
WITH 
MOLSON 
Go\&y 
Families adjust after murder 
CINCINNATI (AP) -The 
few seconds it took for con- 
struction worker Edward 
Winn to bring a board 
crashing down on the head 
of foreman Johnnie Brooks 
have changed two families 
forever. 
Last September, Brooks, 
62, died of a skull fracture 
after being struck. Winn, 
39, father of five with no 
previous criminal record, 
was convicted of murder 
despite pleas he was dis- 
traught over being laid off 
and hit Brooks in a mo- 
ment of rage. 
Five months after the 
Sept. 17 incident at the 
Zimmer Nuclear Power 
Plant, both men's families 
are struggling with 
changed lives. 
University Village 
NOW LEASING 
OFFICE HOURS 
Moif-Frf 9-5 
Sat 9-12 
'Close to campus, banks and! fast food 
•Dependable maintenance 
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid 
Tenant pays electric only 
•Summer rates available 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE 
BEHIND WENDY'S. 
PHONE 
352-0164 
■  >?&, Got a Sweet Tooth? 
Let Ei and Jack's Bakery 
Satisfy it at a Baking Workshop! 
Learn to create delicious French 
pastries under the experienced 
guidance of Jack Lautermilch. 
HtM^ff Mflrch 7tn 
PiMt KitetMn, 7:00 - KfcOOfw 
Piyw«t if '2.00 k» upen *%n up in UA0 
Offiei. F»r into eill 2-2343 
JUNE 20th 
LSAT 
THERE'S STILL 
TIME TO PREPARE. 
Call Days Evenings & Weekends 
y    536-3701 
Tl. 
3550 Secor Rd. 
Suite 201 
Toledo, Ohio 
UteatfMalCwrtar 
TEST PREP.fUTION 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1931 
For laformatloa About Other Centers 
In More Than 105 Major US Cities ft Abroad 
Outside NY State 
CALL TOLL FIEl: 100-223-1712 
OPEN 7 DAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 
Bemice Brooks, widow 
of the late foreman, is 
learning to live with lone- 
liness. Zole Winn is trying 
to raise five children while 
her husband serves a 
prison term of 15 years to 
"It's all still like a dream 
to me," Mrs. Winn said. 
"It's just not real." 
Witnesses at the week- 
long trial in Clermont 
County Common Pleas 
Court testified Winn and 
Brooks had several dis- 
agreements while working 
at the Zimmer site near 
Moscow, Ohio. The defense 
asserted Winn, described 
by acquaintances as a 
good-natured family man, 
became outraged when he 
was laid off and acciden- 
tally killed his foreman in 
a fit of anger. 
MRS. BROOKS said she 
bears no anger toward 
Winn and feels sorry that 
his family must find a way 
to survive while he is in 
Jail. 
Mrs. Brooks said her big- 
gest problem has been ad- justing to not having her 
husband of two years. 
"Sometimes I get so 
lonely, I can't sit here any 
longer," Mrs. Brooks said. 
"I have to get up and go out 
for a while. Whenever I see 
myself getting in a rut, I 
get out and go mingle with 
people." 
Mrs. Brooks, 47, said 
she's leaned on God during 
her ordeal. Although the 
pain has diminished, she 
doesn't think it will ever 
completely leave. 
"I don't think 111 ever 
get over it," she said. "Ill 
always miss him, and he'll 
always be on my mind." 
There's also an emo- 
tional void in the Winn 
household in Evanston. 
where Mrs. Winn is forced 
to alone raise five children 
ranging in age from IS 
months to 16 years. 
"It's kind of sad around 
here," she said. "The kids 
ask when their daddy's 
coming home, and they say 
they miss him." 
Relatives, friends and 
even strangers have of- 
fered to help the family 
while Winn serves his sen- 
tence. 
University Courts 
Now Leasinq OFFICE HOURS 
° M0N-FR1M 
SAT 9-12 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food 
•Dependable maintenance 
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for 
Tenant Pays Electric Only 
Summer Rates Available 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
Behind Wendy's 
"REASONABLE RATES..." 
THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS 
in conjunction with 
UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Offers to the Students of 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PROFESSIONAL 
RESUME 
• Reasons Rates     SERVICES 
• Professional Quality on the Most Sophisticated Typesetting 
Equipment in Bowling Green. 
Call 372-2601 or slop by 106 University Hall 
' 
i  
Boning Green Stale University 
Student Publications 
is now accepting applications for 
•KEY EDITOR 
•OBSIDIAN EDITOR 
Applications available: 106 University Hall 
Deadline: Wednesday, March 16, 5p.m. 
Sun provides energy 
to make clocks tick 
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio 
(AP) - Sunlight makes 
John Loukoumidis' clocks 
tick. 
"There have been solar- 
augmented clocks before," 
Loukoumidis, the owner of 
Time Machines Inc., said. 
' 'They use solar power as a 
backup. Their primary 
source is a battery. In our 
clock, we've reversed the 
process for the first time." 
The result is a diamond- 
shaped wall clock with a 
red frame. Fifty-six tiny, 
diamond-shaped silicon 
chips surround the numer- 
als and hands on the clock 
face. The chips convert 
light into the electricity 
that powers the clock. 
In their spare time, the 
chips charge an AA nickel 
cadmium battery fitted in- 
side the clock's quartz 
movement, which enables 
the battery to power the 
clock in the dark. 
Loukoumidis, who 
started his company two 
months ago, said he built 
excess power into his 
clocks in case customers 
want to hang them in dimly 
lit rooms. 
"Any light source will 
suffice," he said. "If you 
had enough candles in this 
room, they'd do the job." 
SO FAR, Time Machines 
has only one full-time em- 
ployee, a combination sec- 
retary-switchboard 
operator. 
Loukoumidis, who oper- 
ates an insurance agency, 
and 13 employees work 
part-time building the 
clocks. 
Brian Brackney. an un- 
employed machinist, said 
he helps Loukoumidis be- 
tween job searches be- 
cause lie is confident the 
new solar clock will sell 
well enough to make Time 
Machines a thriving busi- 
ness. 
Loukoumidis describes 
Brackney as the driving 
force in the production 
process. 
He said be plans to bejin 
this week in Columbus at 
$54.95 and to test the na- 
tional market later at SWJ 
or |65. 
ASSISTANT 
EDITOR 
Downtown Detroit reference book 
publisher is seeking editorial 
candidates to do research and 
writing for our books. Required is a 
Bachelor's Degree In English with 
training and interest in 
contemporary literature. Also 
required are proofreading skills 
and typing skills of 35 wpm. Salary 
starts at $800/mo. with periodic 
increases and a comprehensive 
benefit program. Please send 
resume, transcripts (if available) 
along with literary nonreturnable 
college paper(not poetry or short 
story) to: 
Publisher 
P.O.Box2629Dept6 
Detroit, Ml 48231 
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983 
Preferred Properties Co. 
335 High St. - Rental Office Phone 352-9378 
Located it New Ch.rrywood Health apt        , 
n 
9:00 • 4:30 Mond«y ■ Friday Apartment Complexes 
Hoven House- '535/mo. 
Piedmont-8th & High St - '375/mo. 
Birchwood Ploce-650 Sixth St.- '400/mo 
Meodowlork-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo. 
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo. 
Small Bldgs.-Monville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo 
HOUSES Features: 
2 bedroom • carpeted & furnished 
Gas heat - gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas In each building 
Residents pay only lights 
Lots of closet space 
1VI bath 
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished 
Cabteviskm available 
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays 
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays 
Kuraspi 
Comploto rocHttla* lor man and wown 
•Hydro Spa Whirlpool 'Indoor Haolad Pool 
•Ma*o« Sauna 'Son lamp* 
•Showor Motiog* •Nowly Sulll 
•Complafo Exorclto Equlpmonl 
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOO SPA 
•f rohmionotly quolrllod Intlrbctor* and ifaff 
■Owtvldo racrootlon ^ _ 
lounga/mock bar Other Rentals 
Houses, efficiencies; 1 bdrm. 
Furnished a Unfurnished 
TIM BO. nmw/mmrch 1. »»•» : 
SPORTS* I'l'.ll' W^"«'"M"»^IW* 
Weighing the pros and cons of the USFL 
The Incumbent National Football 
League will seemingly go to the 
polls again, starting this Sunday 
afternoon when It (aces another 
feisty challenge -the United States 
Football League. 
All eyea have been focused on the 
new league in recent weeks, 
because it seems USFL 
Commissioner Chet Simmons has 
nailed the right strings in forming 
the league's foundation. The 
ingredients are all there: lucrative 
ABC and ESPN television 
contracts, excellent playing 
facilities, big-name ex-NFL 
coaches and fugitive NFL 
veterans, high college draft picks 
and finallyTHerschel Walker. 
Optimism is favoring the USFL 
at this moment. The TV contracts 
alone guarantee the league will 
outlive the ill-fated World Football 
League - it survived only 21 
months. 
Season ticket sales are above the 
league's projected first-season 
attendance average of 25,000 to 
30,000. The Denver Gold have sold 
about 32,000 season tickets and the 
New Jersey Generals are selling 
1,000 daily since Herscbel "The 
Franchise" Walker was signed. 
THE PRESS has examined 
every aspect of the USFL. We know 
what star players have signed, 
which teams are favored to win 
and the 'good standing'the USFL 
has established with NFL owners 
and college coaches after the 
controversial 'No, he didn't sign, 
Yes, he did sign' inking of Walker 
to a Generals contract. 
 SIDEUNE.............. 
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by Tom Hlsek 
asst. sports editor 
But no one has really examined 
the intangible elements of the 
USFL - the elements you can't put 
a dollar sign on or measure with a 
stopwatch. So, let's take a look at 
some of those elements; the ones 
which may Just jump out of 
nowhere and bring the USFL to its 
knees: 
•Hot, hot summer temperatures 
- The golden agers and retirees 
won't be the only things falling in 
the streets of Tempe and Tampa, 
homes of the Arizona Wranglers 
ami Tampa Bay Bandits, 
respectively. Cactus coolers 
weren't invented to sip on the 
verandah of your mesa-townhouse; 
temperatures get mighty-high in 
the desert and the players are 
going make Gatorade stock look 
like AT & T on the Dow Jones 
market. 
At least Arizona is land-locked, 
but the Bandits have to compete 
with the summer beach crowd 
along Florida's West Coast Sure, 
the die-hard football junkies will 
buy their season tickets, but what 
about the casual fan? When it 
comes down to seeing John Reaves 
hand-off to George Ragsdale at 
Tampa Stadium or going to the 
beach to see Trixie Smith 
sunbathe next to Sunny Jones', 
guess who's going to get the nod. 
•Questionable ownership -Sorry 
Tampa Bay, but principal Bandit 
owner John F. Bassetrs track 
record as a franchise owner has the 
same reputation as Leon Spinks 
and his driving record. Bassett, 
who made his millions in motion 
ectures and real estate, is the 
rmer owner of the WFL's now- 
defunct Memphis Southmen (claim 
to fame - having to pay over three 
million dollars to ex-Dolphin stars 
Paul Warfleld, Jim Kiick and 
Larry Csonka for one season of 
play). 
NOT LIMITING himself to 
football, Bassett also ran the 
Toronto Toros and Birmingham 
Bulls of the now-defunct World 
Hockey Association into oblivion. 
But he hasn't stopped there, now 
Bassett has chosen movie-star 
Burt Reynolds as his franchise 
partner. Coming off the 'strong' 
reviews of Reynold's latest Qlm 
non-effort, "Best Friends," the 
Bassett-Reynolds combination is just full of wonderful luck. 
How about Edward B. Diethrich, 
co-owner of the Chicago Blitz along 
with coach George Allen and 
developer William Harris? 
Diethrich, is a prominent 
cardiovascular surgeon. Fine and 
dandy, Edward, but what does that 
have to do with owning a football 
team? The hunch in this corner is 
that Diethrich will double as team 
doctor, fulfilling his childhood 
dreams. 
But it lust gets worse. The owner 
of the Birmingham Stallions, 
Marvin (Marvin?) L. Warner, was 
the former U.S. ambassador to 
Switzerland. First off, Warner will 
need a translator to adjust to 
hearing "Yall" and "Where ya'll 
been, you just missed Hee Haw." 
And I don't think fried chicken 
quite measures up to Swiss crepes. 
•The cutting of ex-Cleveland 
Brown players- How can the USFL 
expect to be successful without the 
talents of at least one ex-Brown on 
the rosters of each of the 12 teams. 
The axing of Thorn Darden and Pat 
Moriarty from the Michigan 
Panthers and Mack Mitchell from 
the Los Angeles Express (all 
former Browns players) signalled 
the beginning of the end for the 
USFL. 
Falcon cagers will try to 
avoid a letdown at CMC! 
BG's Gregory forms Student Athletic Advisory Board 
by Keith Walther 
sports editor  
The Bowling Green basketball 
team's 89-75 victory over Ohio Univer- 
sity, last Saturday, gave the Falcons 
the knowledge that they will have at 
least a portion of the Mid-American 
Conference title this season. 
Yet, the MAC season is not over 
and the Falcons will face the Central 
Michigan Chippewas tonight, as they 
try to clinch their first outright con- 
ference title since the Bill Fitch- 
coached 1967-68 BG team did it. 
But, although the Falcons' win over 
OU was especially sweet for the team 
and its fans, the Chips have some- 
thing just as sweet - Melvin "Sugar" 
McLaughlin. 
McLaughlin, a snapshooting 
guard. Is among the nation's leaders 
in scoring - averaging 23.1 points per 
game. He leads the MAC in that 
category and is just 11 points behind 
the MAC's career scoring leader. Ball 
State's Ray McCaUum, wiht 1,997 
points. It will be McLaughlin's last 
appearance on his home court in Mt. 
Pleasant, Mich. 
"First of all, you can't shut (Mc- 
Laughlin) out anyway," BG coach 
John Weinert says, "and secondly, we 
must control the inside game (to win). 
I'm also concerned with keeping the 
team emotionally up after clinching a 
share of the championship and the top 
seed (in the MAC Tournament)." 
IT WOULD seem likely that BG 
would have at least a slight letdown 
after its big win over OU and becuase 
of the factthat CMU is not one of the 
league's better teams. The Chippewas 
are last 10-15 overall and 5-11 in the 
MAC. BG is now 18-7 and ISM. 
However, the members of the BG 
contingent are not counting their 
chickens before they are hatched. 
They do not foresee a letdown occur- 
•Wre going to enjoy this (the 
clinching of a title tie)," BG's Colin 
Irishsafi, "but we can't letdown. We 
have two tough games left; it's not 
over yet. I don't want any ties." 
The Falcons tied for the MAC title 
with four other teams during Irish's 
sophomore season two years ago (Ir- 
ish is a Junior eligibility-wise because 
he was red-sbirted last season). 
"I like this (clinching the tie) and 
that year when we tiedlor it with the 
five teams and everything was O.K., 
atleast we got a place of It," BG's 
David Jenkins said. "But I'm certain 
all the guys want to get one for our- 
selves. That has been our goal." 
BG has defeated CMU five straight 
times to take a 12-10 series lead. The 
Falcons ousted the Chippewas, 78-09, 
earlier this season In Anderson 
Arena. 
CMU bad defeated BG its first 
seven times in Rose Center after it 
opened for the 1973-74 season, but the 
Falcons have since won the last two 
meetings, 90-90, and 80-79. 
Bowling Green's athletic director 
Jack Gregory yesterday announced 
the formation of a Student Athletic 
Advisory Board. 
The Board will serve to represent 
the needs and concerns of the BG 
student body to the Athletic Depart- 
ment. 
The Student Athletic Advisory 
Board is a totally new concept on the 
BG campus. Comprised of 14 student 
members, the Board plans to re- 
search and define problems that are 
concerns of the student body. The 
Board's findings are reported to the 
Athletic Department so that correc- 
tions or Improvements may be made. 
The Board has already begun re- 
search into the possible improvement 
of the All-Sports Pass books and Into 
the concept of Improving athletic fa- 
cilities at BG. A study on how to 
improve parking facilities at Ander- 
son Arena is also in the beginning 
stage. 
The president of the Board is Bruce 
Robinaugh. Jay Patten is the vice 
president and Chester Warren Is the 
secretary. Mark Johnson serves as 
the Promotions Committee chairman 
while Christine Wood chairs the 
Sports Pass Survey Committee. 
The Board meets on the first Thurs- 
day of every month in the Falcon 
Clubhouse on the Stadium's west side. 
Bill Faine receives honor 
Bowling Green's Bill Faine was 
named yesterday as the Player of the 
Week in Mid-American Conference 
basketball. 
Faine, a 8-foot-7 junior forward 
from Mount Cory, had a combined 37 
points and 21 rebounds as the Falcons 
beat Western Michigan and Ohio Uni- 
versity to clinch a share of the league 
championship. 
NBA going to strike? Women 5 must win 
In a stormy meeting that lasted just 
24 minutes, the National Basketball 
Association players' union formally 
notified the league yesterday that it 
will strike April 2 unless a new labor 
contract is reached before that date. 
Larry Fleisher, general counsel for 
the players' association, and Bob Lan- 
ier of the Milwaukee Bucks, the union 
president, delivered the deadline to 
the NBA negotiators. 
A long season made longer by high 
hopes turned sour and disappointing 
losses may be coming to an end this 
week for the Falcon women roundbal- 
lers. 
With two games remaining on the 
regular season schedule, BG has 
found itself one place shy of the Mid- 
American Conference requirements 
for playing in the post-season league 
tournament, next weekend. 
The fate of the Falcons not only lies 
on their own performance these next 
two contests, beginning with Central 
CAIN'S 7oz
 - 
POTATO CHIPS      PKG. 79* 
LIKE 
OR 
SEVEN—UP 
6PK.CANS 
$1.49 
RACKETEERS 
DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. 
FC R.R. TRACKS 
Michigan tonight in Mount Pleasant, 
but BG coach Kathy Bole is looking to 
Eastern Michigan to win this Satur- 
day when they face CMU. 
u the Falcons (9-7 in the MAC) can 
top the 11-5 and second place Chippe- 
was tonight and EMU can beat them 
on their home court Saturday, while 
the Falcons defeat Ball State in An- 
derson Arena, both BG and CMU will 
have 11-7 records and tied for fourth 
place. In this case the Falcons will 
qualify for the tournament since they 
routed the Chips earlier in the season. 
--.:•■ .   -   ' Myles' Pizza Pub 
352-1504 Delivery ONLY 
Expires March 8, 1983 
FREE Sixpack of 7-UP with any 16" 
(1) item or more pizza. 
I CLIP AND SAVE 
BASH 
HIPROCKS NOW OPEN 
BASH RIPROCK'S 
128 W. WOOSTER 354-3939 
 MENU  
BASH 
RIPROCK'S 
Man* «a « lp» e»d Ma«* «h el >». 
Koteckn Hal. Moore MaakaJ Ant Cealer, BGSU 
S3 Adaai. S3 ami—M 1—ia CVIMM 
•OI Office tan: lOua - 2pa> i limn 
Phoae: 373*111 for further tafot—If 
Annual 
BOOT SALE 
Every Pair 
Men's and Lady's 
10% to 50% OFF 
low thru March 5 
FRY! * DINGO * LAREDO * DURANGO 
THE OUTPOST WESTERN 
niM-riM 
UTtO-l 
STORE 
Ln Jean Jackets low in Stock 89.96 
W-KM 
Ctnv flonji I kUn 
■ SUBMARINES 
I   dj Seta Served aeWrLaffure. K-.„i .oe-a.Moyo.rVfcau.raer andCheaeo/ 
■O or th*" h> On IHo. Pawn m «ee»eei> 
T-»S*J::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3 
_   OaheaSaW  I.f» 
■ Oaaae  In ■ Ua    IM 
■ Ha»  in 
■ Sekaa  in 
ITahr U» 
HaaaaM lit 
Comea.W  1"> 
"— Wtm" 
■■    Seeje, Aawrtun. Cheeaer Oeei   otPleiiliia M 
I  saceata JS 
■ Heel a    M 
■ASH POTATO* 
QfcM BaaSe Ma** "0—"» Cawed —a evj tidXai —I Tup w 
MEXICAN SPECIALTKS 
h Oraera Green Peeaen. Mete O 
Macho Clara and Cheeee Sauce  
JwmeoTece  
«•» Seu Ciaaai  
Tacelekd  
SoorC. —  
Clllli Cheeee 
Cheaaar Cheeea • lacon 
Cheddar Chaa» •> Oeeaal I 
Sax Crear.. OaMar Chaeat A Oreaed leal 
III Im (Saty Nacho Clreeee. Oner. * Oreea Paaaan 
BAGELS 
Clue, el IW. Oram G-*. re Mora, a 
Seaee. Aawncan. Cheddar or Pm.oajaa Cheeee 
OenaOoeoe 
BEVERAGES 
Coke. Saaae. Ta>. Mala Yea. hed I.- 
^.»::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::: 
SALADS 
oea» barter. Sead 
load  
led  
wt •eded lm e»d IVIde •»•»• 
sours 
•o-el ehe See. el rhe-Jee.  
DESSERTS 
Cherry Tapped Cheeee Cake  
lt»W» T...M Che— C—      IJ 
SNACKS 
a> teat, el deal ar PraueH 
I 
I 
HOURS 
11 AM - 1 AM DAILY 
11 AM - 10 PM SUNDAY 
DELIVERY BEGINNING AT: 
A 5 PM DAILY & 12 NOON WEEKENDS 
DISCOUNT COUPON VALID 3/2/83 - a/*/83 
BUY ONE GET ONE FOR 1/2 PRICE 
BUY ANY BASHED POTATO. MEXICAN SPECIALTY, SUB, OR 
BAGEL AND RECEIVE A SECOND OF EQUAL VALUE FOR 
1/2 PRICE. LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER 
ALSO VALID FOR CARRYOUT OR DELIVERY 
I CLIP AND SAVE MOT. ■■ ■■ ilVI ■■ ■■ MW 
I 
I I 
I 
a? 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
so- un ssr «i 
CAMFus/cmr IVENTS 
Mere* 2, 18*3 
Plata on Merc* 2 at 7:00 era at tie 
LMne Career. Everyone vneaoam 
PCRSONAL 
SEWCX* CHALLENGE S3 
OMNQ WEEK S COMMQ 
3/14/83    3/18/83 
IOST AND FOUND 
Hull ceHea lea* Hn at omii 
■Mr * ■■■■»!  We're eateg H 
■see Striae omimn eeo.. 
Lrjet  LarSes gou Jisee Jugmm 
•reScriraaeJen llpeyS20togetit 
back.    NO    QUESTIONS    ASKED 
CALL 372-8283  
Found pun» m front ol Motel Ctt 
Cat 2-5624 lo IdenaV  
Cord   SSerSum  coal  al  Burl  am 
2/25  Kaya In Pocka). 
372-1328. 
"St PanckiDay 
CiaTiMKint *■*• Cofiweg 
ALPHA PMTS   FOflMAL IS ONLY 2 
WEEKS   AWAYI   00   YOU   HAVE 
YOUR DATES YET?  
Thanx tor ona "tun" 
Tho tour of ua ara an 
i* rxarbaweort' Love Mmi 
Amy Kindy We're al to proud ol 
you" Now tat ra over, no more 
serutas. ra time tor S H  to come 
OUtl love. MU ATTENTION SALES 
CUie MEMBERS Buartaas meeting 
Mar.   3.' 1083.   from   7 00-» 00   m 
5t5l.eeSoajr.oo  
Sate Lit sls'i Thaaka tor a graat 
■a— Sunday. Lat'a da rt again 
eeoa- The SrWIlera.  
HAM COMMUNICATIONS WEEK 
MARCH 7-11 
LEARN FROM THE 
PROFESSIONALS 
■Mir  lor a graat 
Rtoa naadad to Ptnaburgh 3-5-83 
for any aiaakandl Can toava Thura. 
tm hatp a*ti gaa S Cal Qkiny 372- 
4775 or 2-0280  
ROE NEEDED TO AND FROM 
YOUNOSTOWN |Y S U ) OR VOX- 
rrv, THE WEEKEND OF MARCH 4- 
8 WaJ. GLADLY HELP WITH GAS' 
CALL CRAO AT 2-1278. 
easts satweey afternoon. PN -At- 
pka.HwlnMni.olS.A-E 
Congratulations PI Kappa Phi 
"Hocpaiara" You had a Una aaaaon 
and dtoptoyad a graat daal ol hard- 
work and hustle   Just wM  ra next 
ml  
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
DELTS, THE KAPPAS ANO THE PHI 
TAU UTTLE SISSES ON THEIR 
FBST PLACE VICTORY IN THE DO 
ANCHOR SPLASH GOOD JOB! 
THE UTTLE SISSES OF PHI KAPPA 
TAU.  
Congratulations to Jaft Dan's tar 
eaters aaasad Brottier ol the Weea- 
I tar Hwj laat mlnula cham- 
pigw dash. Th« Brothers ol Slflms 
QoQraynound to Dayton lor 
SJMS16.50, Ctawtandtor 
S18 60 and Columbua tor or*/ 
$1840 Conversant camoue Oe- 
parturaa and return trips Cal 
353 5982 tor schedules and 
PBDnilaHRM 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Two raaponetjla female graduato 
students eve! tor house sitting May 
20-Aug 20 or detee Oerween Wl 
pay si uoWaa Cat 362-4728 
TAXES TAXES TAXES 
Roster Tax a Arxounsng Service 
phort torm $8, Long torm S1S I up] 
Profeeetonef Preperafton 
1007 N Main, BO      352-4340 
MuMsrs netaleo-low as $1995 
Wei meat or beat any wrMan sen- 
male Don't pay moreMI Cal 364- 
1276 tor FREE ssamMsl BQ Muffler 
Carter  110S5 Bowing Green Rd 
Cookie. Zup. H and Oeve. Congratu 
•eons on wtirang the tip-over lor 
hamoprsss tor the second conaac- 
ueve year, and for showing everyone 
that Theta Cta's know how to tip more 
Dave: "Oajuaton" Do you remember"? 
I do! Hou could I ever forget my 
"Buddy 7 Love. Mtel  
DAWN "FOX" COOK: HAPPY 20th 
seRTHDAY.   YOU'RE   THE   GREAT- 
OT11 LOVE YA, TWA.  
Dana. Kapas. and PN Tau Uttta Sees: 
Congratuletions on winning the D G 
Anchor Sptaeh< We knew you were 
#11 Love. Your coaches Ann. JSand 
Rachel  
Oereey, Dare 1 Mais 
Wkh Dave driving, we didn't Mr* 
wad make it. but wrth Herwood 
Canadan we were ready for anything 
Thanks to the beer A donuta. we 
made II back to B.Q. Doreey. you 
souk) have km the headache back at 
the hotel (poor Cathy) M least Susie 
knew when to use en excuse a\e that 
(poor Dave Hal Hal) Next time Its the 
Joey em and waterbede-Miko you 
can! bounce on those By the way. 
thenks lor the blurry pictures   It was s 
great formal dudaat 
You're our favorite Pikes' 
Love. Cathy. Susie 1 Oebbk. 
DROP OFF LAUNDRY SERVICE 
AVAILABLE AT THE WASH HOUSE 
260 N MAM  
DROP OFF LAUNDRY SERVICE 
AVAILABLE AT THE WASH HOUSE 
260 N. MAW  
OZ ANCHOR SPLASH TEAM: CON- 
OHA1ULATK3MS ON YOUR THRO 
PLACE OMSK YOU WERE GREAT! 
DZLOVE. YOUR SISTERS  
ErMor Kevin Perdergeat. The Gavel 
looks reafy eharp, and the etortee are 
up-to dele and Merestlng  Keep up 
the good work The OZs.  
Eves Barcelona. CorvjretulBtlona on 
achaMng your goal ol the preeagoua 
saver Mar award. A apacaa thenks to 
al of those who helped her' Love. 
Your TKE "Whoa bean bad" bud- 
rJee 
Gal ready PI Kappa Our 'Beach 
BanSst Btngo" daks party a) only two 
days awey Let's gat tooee ..  
Happy Hour-Hotdey km 
Everyday, al day MTV 
Every faght. Al Ntarit. 
Hay PI Kappa Thanks tor a 'cosmic 
80s tee Also thenks to lie We thai 
showed up The PW Pel's  
Jane lliyilill. Casgrslslstlisi en 
your Alpha PM- DeH ■■gsgsresnt- 
Ws'rs so proud of you end wish you 
sk the kwe end hoaplnass In the 
wend! Lose, Setts, avtnk end Sandy. 
Laurie Poggemeyer: Do you tana a 
desk for our apt yef We've got 
some studysvg lo do! You're the beat 
8 I can't wam Love. MM.  
Lynn Laker Congratulations on being 
electing Marketing Club President 
We know youI do s fine Job. W 
Love. Your atetora 
Men withs 1.000 hats. 
Saturday rate's after-hours was not a 
good lime to take off your hat. but I'm 
imarastod. If once was not enough. 
get In touch Two-Woled Lady.  
MAW COMMIJNSCATlCaal WEEK 
MARCH 7-11 
LEARN FROM THE 
 trKEtsaKrWALS  
MEET YA DOWNTOWN 
THJS WEEK FOB MOtgOtttl 
MONIKA INGE BERBERtCH 
MONIKA INGE BERBERsCH 
21-21-21-21-21-SOOOOOOON 
NEXT-TO-NEW SHOP 
ciommg 1 ixxoewaoa prtoed low 
Open Tuaa. io 4pm a Fn. 1-7pm. 
St AKywue School 2nd floor. 
OPEN GAMING WITH THE FANTASY 
ANO WARQAMING SOCIETY ON 
FRIDAY  6 00  PM   OHIO  SUITE. 
UNION  
Pat Hope met phone rings soon to 
aay "you got the lob'" Good Luck! 
Love, MU 
ROCK. JAZZ, CLASSICAL 
NEW WAVE. REOGAE. SOUL 
AUEN ROCK. NEWS • SPORTS 
We have It al on 88 1 FM WBGU 
"SI. PeelcksDey 
Carrtason Ara Crjrrarig" 
lair 
Mg Ep 
■ who dk) such a greet too 
In the 00 Anchor Spleen. The 
»ak^e a* a^skal^ aaaaon. . 
Thanks la our DO Anchor $p4ash 
ossohss. Laura Ware, Setn Fiekfl. 
and Cethl Cekehen. The Brothers of 
States aw Ettataon.  
Thanks to Mas year's Knucklers: 
Frank Tambanl. BW MershaU. Dan 
■Unn. and Don Mceachsal tor ftrty 
uenkiiaoiH hours m the Pinochle 
Merelhon. Don't sear torgel ths Mas 
nkjM polar plunges end the hours 
spent playing In the nude! Ths 
araShars al Sajrna Fin Ipehen. 
The Brothers ol Sigma AJphs Epaaon. 
sand out the* corKjrstutatkxis to 
B G s naslsthsl. Hockey and Gym 
naatJca teems Keep up the winning 
ways! 
The PI Ksppe would aye to congratu. 
k»e nek brother Mark Roes on rue 
acceptance kilo tat Ak Force Plot 
School Beet wishes Mark and "Good 
Luck!"  
THE THETA CHI'S WOULD LIKE TO 
CONGRATULATE MIKE WALPOLE 
ON HIS NEW SALES POSITION 
WITH OWNER BELL THEY SURE 
PICKED THE RIGHT GUY WHO CAN 
SUCCESSFULLY    DBTRteUTE    A 
WE HER  
Te Kkn my friend Irani Florida: It's 
been REAL GREAT basing you In 
OWOT Tan bad you and Skip 
waken'I make • go ol it. Take cere 
la the Sunshine State end GET A 
TAN. Thank God tor West Virginia. 
bat tot's not wall Mo years again! 
Lsee Yoel Mary Jo.  
"Wsshkuckst "snd "Perlecl 
■an": You ere otllclally honorary 
seniors and therefore you ARE 
going lo Columbus lor our WDGAS 
weekend. "HoHo" end "Teacher" 
Would you Deeeve met there Is a 
couple so Wed with love, devobon, 
and joy tor Ste that they feel they have 
something worth sharing with a 
homelovlno country get? Chad wel- 
come. P.O. Box 55. Perryaburg. OH 
43661  
Three Gala need a ride lo OSU March 
4-8 Ptoaoo oal 2-4380 or 2-4479. 
r LRUs Sisters ere still 
. Call ths house At 2- 
OJM or get s   hold ol an) Lll Sis. 
Hurry, they're aknoot gone!  
USG 
Need a ride  somewhere or  need 
riders to share expenses? Please cal 
USG Dea-A-Rldo al 372-0324. 
Okd-A-Rkts 
Rkkas needed? Please cal the USG 
otltoos at 372-0324  
T—SMRTS 
T-SHIRTS 
T-SHIRTS 
CALL J»Mm-70H 
RACKET STnWGaNG FOR TENNIS 
OR RACOUETBALL $8 50 
LOCKER ROOM 109 N Man 
362-7107 
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year 
round. Europe. S Amsr. AiahYefj. 
Ails Al Fields $500$ 1200 
montey Sightseeing. Free alto 
Writs UC Box 52-OH-3 Corona Dal 
Mar. CA 02625  
Winning the Job Race- Caaeetle With 
Laleat Job Lanrkng Technloues tor 
Csrsar Positions attar Cceege Sand 
$7 95 BarclBys 8801 So Yoaanata 
■ OH7 Englewood. CO 80112 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS' $14 $28,000 
CsntJeen. Hawsl. Work) Ctt tor 
OuHa. Dkectory. Newaletter 1-gie- 
722-1111 Exl Bowang Green 
Exp housekeeper, lew woolen de- 
cent Lutheran Need quarry person. 
Sal's 6 ta -8 p.m Some Ironing. 
meal prep., clearing. Pay subject to 
neuuaoSun   Cal  coeact   419685 
4168.  
ACTIVIST 
The Ohio Pubic mtereet Campaign. 
Ohio's toadkig consumer advocete. is 
now sTtervlewSig rxe^worklng com- 
iranad InoTvkkaxe interested in energy 
S envronmentsl issues Hra 2- 
10pm SieOVwk. Cal 1 241 9093 
l 10*4. 
FOR SALE: 1 SET 160 WATT MAR 
ANTZ SPEAKERS AND A PIONEER 
RECEIVOR 1 1/2 YRS OLD S400 
FOR SET. W«J. PART OVT. CALL 
TSTITMIS-TTM 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
WANTED 
SAE'S The lea was great' We hod a 
BLAST! Pear Harbor was never so 
much fun' Love, the Alpha Pta'a. P.S. 
How wss Chicago?  
SALE SALE SALE 
10 to SOS OFF 
ALL Winter Merchandise! 
Jeans N' Things 
531 RtdgetL 
F.    rmte     wanted     Own    room 
$135/month plus uHtlea 352-0898. 
after 4 00 p m 
HEU* WANTED 
Houaeboy    wanted    for    1983-84 
school year. Cal 3721100 
1073   Mevencx.    good   conation 
$550 Phone Weeton 660-3371 
S PIECE WHITE LUDWK) DRUM SET 
TAMA HARDWARE O.C. MOO 
 1S2-27M  
1* Speed Weyetal tend made frame 
venous parts Rune and looks Ste 
new Guaranteed! $80 00 Cal 372- 
1668  
Ona coupon book lor sals. $66.00 
at boat otter. 172-11 n.  
Sport parachute w/24 ft reserve 
piggyback container (ump auk A 
sMneter boots > helmet Excel 
cond   $600 00 or bsal offer   362- 
7646  
R-U-Rsdy tor Spring Break? 7 can go 
m comfort In this '72 Newport Ctes- 
lic New exhaust, new battery, good 
wee a cruise $560 00 352-6680 
Chevy Caprice 1072   A/C. AM-FM 
radk)   cssastle.    CB     ml: 78500 
$450 or beet offer  352-6382 
I.I.M. carda tor Mas. $1.60 box or 3 
bo.es tor $18.60. $62-6*21. 
Bendy Comet  FOR   SALE    USED 
FOR 4 YRS   EXCELLENT CONDI 
TION   ASKING $200 or BEST OF- 
FER   CALL 352-3464 AFTER  10 
P.M.  
Car Keren FOR SALE   4 SPEAK- 
ERS.  80 WATTS PER CHANNEL 
ASKING $150 OR  BEST OFFER 
CALL 352-3464 AFTER 10 P.M. 
Sony cassetlr. deck    luty automatic 
turntable, AM-FM stereo receiver, a 
or ol Inlrvty Spkera -150 watts as 
channel a a stand, al under warranty, 
1   1/2 yrs   old   Cal Johnson 352 
3042  
"70 SUCK ELECTRA 228—POWER 
STEERING, POWER BRAKES, A/C, 
FOG LIGHTS. AIR HORN, CRAIG 
STEREO, JENSEN SPKRS. CALL 
352-2270.   ASK   FOR   AL   ASKING 
1700  
FOR SALE HP—41C brand new 
(Incejdee battorypsck) $325 Bsal 
offer Many ace Cal R* 352 1390 
tin V.W. SEATTLE. VERY GOOD 
CONDITION. S2SS0. CALL 1-M9- 
3140 AFTER 1:00 P.M. 
CARTY RENTALS 
Houaoa AjjartilKtrrta-Rooma 
0-12 month leases Summer Rentals 
At near Campua 362-7366. 
•••A»ARTaWntT$"' 
1 or 2 bdrm. Various locations 
John Nesrana Reel Estate 
•16 E WooMsr St. 
Cat 3S4-22W or 352-4653 
FREE montha rent on our luty fur- 
nejhed studio spsrtments' Com- 
pkrlety ouet and privele Plenty of 
savage Ful kitchen and tsathroom 
Ws writs our leases lo fit your needs. 
Good location Close to rsslsusnll 
and storea CHARING CROW ARTS. 
1017 »■ aasrn St SH-Oeen.  
LOW SIJMMTII RENTALS 
HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS 
NEWLOVE MANAOEMENT 
 $H-*820  
4 bdrm. turn, house 
school yr. lease 
 352-7454  
Urwjue 1 bdrm apt. In duplex adja- 
centtocsmous turn aval. May II 
$25000/mo     fxus   utsmes     354 
1763 ; 
1   Bdrm   Fum    Apt   OukHPOvale 
Aval. Now  353-3856  
Fum. 3 bdrm snd Fum efficiency tor 
summer and fat 256 S Coeege • A 
a C 353-3811  
Now renting for 83-84 school year. 
Itouoea and apartments Boggs Keel 
Estate 352-9457. 352-3841. 364- 
1120  
Now Renting 1 bdrm . F.-U apta: 2 
bdrm F .gaa heel, lenent pays arse., 
laundry fad. aval Al residents 
granted prtveadge of a membership to 
the CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA 
Preferred Properties Co 835 Hkjh 
Si Rental Office 352-9378 
HOUSES 230 a 232 Lehman $380 
as * utl 0 mo Mess 364-2280 or 
352-9200 
CAMPUS MANOR Now ranting for 
Summer and Fa* school year 
Special Summer Rates 
Ph: 352-0302 or 352-7365 eves. 
Now renting tor summer Two bed- 
room, fum. apt Water, cable t.v. patd 
for A/C. perking lot. laundry facilities 
(400   lor the summer.  $250   for 
shorter term Cal 352-7182  
Summer * Fat Rooms a Unique attic 
apt In restoric houses CAI 362- 
6860 for sept. 
2 bdrm . clean and quiet. 1st semes 
lor 4 glrta 362 6040 after 5 
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER  3 bdrm 
house 3-5 people Close to Campus 
Cat 352 5889 
Summer Subte   2 bdrm   fum   apt 
ocooone Kors Hoi 352-5675 
We hare N ell tor $3-84 Rentals! 
1, 2. 3. 4 bdrma, in acts   house, 
duplexes Cat ua for at your housing 
naada. Nswtove Management   336 
S Man 352-5620  
Rooms to Rent 
AvaaetHe now with cooking rxtvasge 
avaeabte Close lo campus Cat New- 
love  Management    336   S    Main 
3525620  
Low tunansr Rente!!! 
1 or 2 bdrrna. Many to choose from 
Cal Newtove Management 
338 S Main 362-6620. 
»0* HWH. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 
FltK HEAT, WATER, SEWER, CA- 
BLE TV. LAUNDRY ROOM m BLDQ. 
J BORM. FURN. NEWLOVE MAN- 
aiWasWIT. SM t, MAIN t$2-s020. 
636 4th SI. 12un«bkjg 2bdrme 1 
1/2 baths. Al uN included except 
eerc. Gaa heel $648 per mo 362- 
5239 before 6 00  
BAER RENTALS ' 
VOTED B G. S# 1 LANDLORD 
2 BORM APTS -1/2 Bk 2 BOSU 
SUMMER ANO FAU LEASES 
352-4671 and 362-1800 
Effc dose to campua Aral. May tor 
Sum or  1   yr    180 a etoc.  352- 
4607/362-3620.  
Now renting tor let. EMca . 2 bcarna. 
end 3 bdrm. houses. Deposit, leeee 
NO PETS 352-4266  
Now renting for fat Across from 
Founders - 2 bdrrna furnished. 
$475/person.semeeter     4    psopte 
endutssss. 362-4131  
Now Renting tor eurnmer Acroaa 
from Founders 1 bdrm. lum. 
$376/rxsrson/seme8ler.    2    people 
and utxaxta, 352-4131  
(Acroaa from Rogers) Deluxe ntoety 
turraghad apt tor 4 gala Avalable tor 
Ital 362-2858 
2 bdrm fum apt 
newly fum a carpel 
352-2663  
I Bdrm apt low ubl. 
JtOOmo noleese 
depoelt required 
avaMHe rnmerketery 
1 3823110 10-5 PM 
I BORM APT LOW UTIL . 175/MO 
NO LEASE   DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
AVAILABLE   IMMEDIATELY'   1-382 
3110 10-6pm  
ROOMS TO RENT Aral now. dose 
tocarnpus. 1-267-3341.  
SUMMER RENTALS: HOUSES ANO 
APTS CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 1-267- 
3341 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
MI1UM   I    IJIIUU    Itl'lf.lll 
HMHUIl   MUM'I    IlllIM 
IJMHIII ii inn 'in  HUMI:I 
HHPH1    llllllll     1HMI.III 
Mi:iii  Mini  nr.v.i 
liTlliUllll       llMI.'llll'l 
HIIIIM    UllMI'lll    IJMi'it] 
Hill II1HIIIIIJI.    Illl I III 
MMIIIIH       I ll-llli'illll 
MI.1H    Mill)    HMI.'I 
MMIilIlM    IIHIIil    fllllMCI 
imtMi   MHI:IU   HIIHIIII 
k.k'illl'    I IH; II!    M'lllllll 
They said 
tuberculosis 
was hopeless* 
Cancer 
is only 
a disease. 
1/ 
association 
How much of a scholar are you? 
Test your knowledge with the... 
RESIDENT STUDENT 
ASSOCIATIONS S 
1983 TRIVIA CONTEST 
1. Why is the Student Services Building round? 
2. Who wrote the alma mater? 
3. What famous academy award actress attended the 
University and graduated in 1946? 
4. What organization started the food coupon grace 
period? 
5. What are the name of the chimes in the center of 
campus called? 
6. During what years was McDonald president of the 
University? 
7. How old is Bowling Green State University? 
8. What famous musician/singer used to attend the 
University and lived in Conklin Hall? 
9. What residence hall is named after Johnny 
Appleseed? 
10. Where was the old football field located? 
This is the official entry blank... 
NAME  
ADDRESS. 
Raiw of the COBUM*: 
1. Only one entry per person 
2. Send in entry blank through Campus Mail to: 
RSA 1963 Trivia Contest 
USA Office 
318A Student Service* Building 
3. One winner will be randomly drawn from the entries with the 
highest number of correct answers. The winner will 
be announced. 
DEADLINE: 
Wednesday, March 9 
PRIZE: 
Dinner for two at 
the Towers. 
BEST DEAL IN TOWN 
825 THIRD: ONE BEDROOMS FROM 
$260 PER MONTH. 
841 EIGHTH AND 755 MANVILLE: 
TWO BEDROOMS FROM $230 PER 
MONTH. 
NEW CARPET AND NEW FURNITURE 
IS YOUR OPTION. 
GIVE US A CALL OR STOP BY OUR 
MODEL AT 755 MANVILLE ANYTIME 
BETWEEN 11:00 AND 7:00 ON 
WEEKDAYS. SATURDAYS 10:00 TO 
5:00. 
Noncman Real Esta 
IIKOhl l( l(,l  A '., , 
354-3851 
"We'll Save 
You Money" 
crea UAumto »i on nimnn a auttn. o.o 
ALL MUM OSJOIT CMOS <flLCOSM 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Escort 
5 Oringe-rad 
stones 
10 Capital of 
Mane he 
14 Sailors'taint 
15 Godspeed 
16 Early capital 
ol Nicaragua 
17 Son ol Eva 
18 Common mineral 
20 Computer 
equipment 
22 Hook's partner 
23 Choice 
24 North Atlantic 
hazard 
2SQap 
28 Catalysts 
32 "What's In 
33 Earp'i helper* 
34 Parseghlan 
35 Klnlolk 
M"  
porridge hot..." 
37 Hustles 
36 Samuel's mentor 
30 Kind ol laugh 
40 Men ol means 
41 Played, a* music 
43 False doctrine 
44 Derby 
45 Dromedary's 
feature 
46 Resembling a 
bear 
49 Legal writ 
53 Transparent 
wrapper 
55 Like some bowls 
56 Faithful, for Bums 
57 Turkic tribesman 
58 Diamond figure 
59 Baksheesh 
60 Be frugal 
61 Scoria 
DOWN 
1 Jacob's wife 
2 Exile Isle 
3 Part of U.S.A 
4 The dumps 
5 Desert 
6 Worship 
7 Laugh, in 
Montmartre 
8 Room 
9 Realty deal 
10 Farrier's tool 
11 Care lor 
12 Prospector's find 
13 Lulu 
19 Overalls 
21 Abate 
24 Nickname for 
Elizabeth 
25 Type of beam 
26 Feeble 
27 Vacation home 
28 Explorer 
Amundsen 
29 Art less 
30 Sandalwoods 
31 Pert 
33 Martinique 
volcano 
36 Impressions 
through senses 
37 Whalers'gear 
3D Bingo relative 
40 Rope material 
42 Practksee 
43 Part of H.H.H. 
45 Province ol Chins 
46 USC rival 
47 Spool 
48 Bridge coup 
49 Queen of 
Egyptian gods 
50 Wicked 
51 Zola work 
52 Shake  
(hurry) 
54 Something to 
wear 
i     I- I     -j   M!     i     7     1     i    Mil ' TI" Tf- ii' ■ "                             1" Hti                      T 
BWn ili::.l:::iM 
B                       iW            kajii   ■ "4  4—J ■"                     ■" 
